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The one who masters a rational way to manage
and use trees will come close to forming an
eternal friendship between men and nature.

AN ODE TO TREES
Trees are a song which Skies inscribe on the Earth.
It is not only older, but the tree is also wiser than us: it takes from
the earth what it needs by immersing its roots deep in the ground from the rain, it takes water; it stretches towards the sun; it refines
and expands itself every day to grow bigger.
The philosophy of the tree is absorbing. And giving.
The tree is like an artist who creates ‘something’ out of ‘nothing.’ It
takes from the inanimate, and creates a new life: it provides oxygen,
shelter, fruits, timber…
The tree, like mythical heroes, in the end gives its whole self.
The forest, this grateful family of trees, asks for almost nothing
in return, but it provides protection for countless living beings. It
takes them in and gives them of itself.
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ZANAT’S RAISON D’ETRE
The question we repeatedly ask ourselves at Zanat is--how to materialize our
vision into exquisite objects that introduce grace to spaces we inhabit, while
not jeopardizing, but protecting and contributing to well-being of our and
future generations? We do so by bringing to the table carefully chosen and
exceptionally talented designers, craftsmen, creative minds and skilled hands, in
a process where design is a dialogue.
In the world where a mere touch is becoming a distant luxury, we create heirloom
products with artistic beauty, warmth and tactility. We aim to bring genuine
sense of shelter to interiors, to give a pause, a moment to reflect and feel. Zanat
connects product makers and their ultimate owners through the grains of solid
wood and textures skillfully carved into them. It connects us to our heritage.
As a company Zanat endeavors to reconcile nature and civilization, traditional
craftsmanship and technology. We tune the rhythm of our production and
product longevity to the rhythm of nature replenishing itself. We are committed
to measuring success not through the profits we make, but through the value we
create for our employees, customers, and the world around us.
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TREE TIME
1889

The first woodcarving school in Konjic opens its doors.
The Exposition Universelle is held in Paris, gvining Pairs
its best known landmark: the Eiffel Tower.

1919

Having completed woodcarving courses, Salih Nikšić
registers his own woodcarving company...
Walter Gropius establishes the Bauhaus school in Weimar, Germany.

1929

Adem Nikšić, who took over management of his brother’s workshop two
years earlier, presents his first collection at the Belgrade furniture fair.
Great depression starts.
Architect Mies Van Der Rohe designs the Barcelona chair for
the German pavillion at the International Exposition.

1955

Ten years following the nationalization of Adem Nikšić’s workshop, which foreced him
into retirement, his two sons, Besim and Mukerem have finalize preparations to officially
register a woodcarving business. Private enterprise is again allowed in traditional crafts.
The Russell–Einstein Manifesto is published in London on 9 July
1955, highlighting the dangers posed by nuclear weapons and
calls for peaceful resolutions to international conflict.

1969

“Velež,” the region’s favorite football club, supported by the Nikšić
family, introduces a new generation of players, which attracts
attention throughout Yugoslavia and beyond in Europe.
The crew of the american spacecraft Apollo 11 lands
on the Moon as part of a space mission.

1989

Since the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia has removed all limits
on the size of privately owned enterprises, Besim Nikšić is embarking
on an investment program to grow the family business.
Demonstrators tear down the Berlin wall and with it falls the
Iron Curtain that separated West and East Europe.

1992

Once again the Nikšić family business is forced to close as Bosnia
comes under attack and sinks into an attrocious war immediately after
it was recognized by the UN and EU as an independent country.
Presidents Bush and Yeltzin formally declare that the Cold War is Over.
Paul Simon is the first musician to tour South Africa after the end of the cultural boycot.

2015

Zanat launches its first collection of products at the IMM Cologne and a subsequent
independent exhibtion in Stockholm during the Stockholm Design Week.
Paris Climate Accord is signed.

2017

Konjic woodcarving is inscribed on the UNESCO List of
Intengible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.
Millions of people worldwide join the Women’s March in response to the
inauguration of Donald Trump as President of the United States.

2021

Zanat is publishing this catalogue, our fourth, to illuminate the rich
collection of extraordinary designs developed in recent years.
Humanity is winning the battle against the scourge of the Covid-19 pandemic.
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CRAFTSMANSHIP:
A MIRROR
OF CIVILIZATION
What is the mission of craft in the time of almost absolute technological superiority? The belief that machines
cannot do all the works the way a man can - and most
of them are fine, filigree works – creates a kind of trust
between the creator, his tools and the customer.
Indeed, machines can only supplement, but will never
replace a human hand. While striving for perfection and
after completing a work with hands, humans create
satisfaction for their souls.
Thus, life materializes form.
Man has been making things for himself since prehistoric
times: the key moment in the development of humanity is
when the man stood upright and gave his limbs new roles.
Thus commencement of work with hands represents
the greatest milestone in the creation of humankind as
we know it. In this sense, fine crafts belong at the pinnacle of human activities: many great artists in history
have singled out craftsmanship as the most important
segment of their work. It is almost impossible to create
great works without skill. In short, craftsmanship the
essence of who we are.
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“Artisanship is not only a central theme of the debate on modernity
but also a very current lifestyle in this digital era. Doing things
with your hands is still crucial to obtain a life of balance… Being
a craftsman is a great privilege and advantage. It is, first of all, a
sign of appreciation and a quest for quality. A craftsman who works
with his hands has a direct relationship with what he produces
and therefore knows exactly what his hands create and never
accepts that which does not correspond to his idea of perfection.
He is also in touch with the continuous evolution of his skills and
this is a source of gratification and satisfaction. Especially when
experimenting and trying out new things with winning results.”
— Michele De Lucchi
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“It takes a tremendous
amount of history to make
even a little tradition.”
— Henry James

THE STORY OF ZANAT
From a village craft to UNESCO World Heritage List
To tell the story of Zanat we must go more than a century
back in time, when Gano Nikšić, our great grandfather,
stumbled upon what once was a primitive hand-carving
technique that originated from a small village close
to our hometown of Konjic. Gano learned the carving
technique from pioneer woodcarver-entrepreneurs, who
(thanks to visionary educational support of the AustroHungarian empire’s regime that ruled Bosnia at the
time) perfected the village technique beyond recognition.
They collaborated with already established furniture
producers in Sarajevo such as Buttazoni-Venturini, who
exhibited hand-carved furniture pieces at International
fairs and exhibitions in Milan and elsewhere. Konjic
woodcarvers mastered the furniture making business
and it didn’t take long for their work to be shown to the
world, and for the world to begin to appreciate it: they
exhibited their work at some of the most significant
exhibitions--at the “Hungarian Millennium” exhibition
in Budapest in 1896, then at the Brussels International
Exposition in 1897, followed by Vienna in 1898, and finally
at the 1900 Exposition Universelle in Paris.
Gano passed his skills down to his sons Salih, Meho,
Adem and Asim. Salih registered the first woodcarving
workshop in the Nikšić family in 1919 and trained his
younger brothers. Adem, my grandfather, took over the
company in 1927, expanded it and built a reputable

Adem Nikšić in 1936 at a fair in
Belgrade with an unknown journalist.
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export business. Others soon followed his example, and
between the two World Wars, 36 furniture workshops
were opened in Konjic, producing hand-carved furniture
and decorative objects in local hardwoods. With this
legacy as our foundation, our family has been designing
and building heirloom-quality hand-carved furniture for
more than four generations.
On December 6, 2017, the Konjic woodcarving technique
perfected and preserved to a large extent by our family,
was officially inscribed onto the UNESCO Intangible
Cultural Heritage of Humanity list. The exceptional
quality and uniqueness of traditional hand-carved
furniture from Konjic has garnered international acclaim;
pieces produced by our ancestors are kept in museums
in Bosnia and throughout the former Yugoslavia,
including the Ethnography Museum in Belgrade and the
National Museum in Sarajevo. Several pieces we own
are under state protection as part of Bosnia’s national
cultural heritage. The unique woodcarving and furniture
style developed in Konjic defines Bosnian traditional
furniture and interior design.
Our company belongs to the category of European
family-owned enterprises that through generations of
uncompromising quality and innovation have become
symbols of a city and its traditions. But the road to
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success was not without challenges. World War II and
the subsequent advent of socialism in Yugoslavia forced
our grandfather and virtually all the woodcarvers in
Konjic to close their businesses. And although it was
nearly impossible to run a private business during the
early years of socialism, Adem’s sons Mukerem and
Besim reopened the workshop in 1950s and kept it alive.
Then came the end of socialism and instead of greater
freedom a horrible war broke out in Bosnia, halting
production once more.
RECRAFTING MODERN DESIGN
In 1995 my father Besim reopened the workshop under
the name Rukotvorine and started growing the company
with the help of my brother Adem. New investments were
made and the business expanded quickly. Adem, as an
architect, took over management of the company.
I was a restless soul and I decided to leave Bosnia
and the family business in a quest for knowledge. I
educated myself at Stanford University in California
and subsequently worked as a development economist
in different countries, but I always kept abreast of
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developments in the family business. In 2016, I left the
position of a Senior Economist with the World Bank
and returned home to join my brother Adem in pursuit
of a joint dream. While I was still far away from home,
we developed a new vision for the company, inspired
by our appreciation for contemporary design and
disillusionment with the increasing divide between
contemporary design and fine craftsmanship. My
brother and I decided to promote a new approach in
furniture design and production: one that emphasizes
craftsmanship and shows how traditional hand-carving
techniques can enrich and open new possibilities for
design while simultaneously contributing to sustainable
socioeconomic development.
Our vision and passion were soon recognized
internationally by people who are now part of the Zanat
family, like Scandinavian designers Monica Förster, Harri
Koskinen, and renown Swedish architect Gert Wingårdh
who accepted an invitation to design for Zanat at the
inception stage. Today Zanat is creating opportunities for
the entire community, hiring and training young people.
We are breathing a completely new life to this UNESCO
listed hand-carving technique, preserving and promoting
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the craft that used to be close to extinction. While
collaborating with spectacularly talented designers,
we are continually developing and introducing new
standards of sustainability and community outreach.
The furniture produced by our grandfather is still
preserved as family treasure in some exceptional
interiors throughout South Central Europe. Today,
Zanat’s furniture is finding favour globally in visionary
design stores and in projects designed by leading
interior designers and architects of our time.
While the designs and scale of our company have, and
will continue to, evolve - our company values will not.
We are committed to the satisfaction of our customers,
preservation of our heritage and environment. We
believe that our customers should feel secure that
when selecting an object of outstanding quality from
Zanat, they are not only improving their home: they are
improving our world.
Yours,
Orhan Nikšić
Zanat CEO & Co-Founder

Konjic woodcarving, practiced by the Nikšić family for four
generations, was added to the UNESCO List of Intangible
Cultural Heritage of Humanity on December 6, 2017.
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SUSTAINABLE
MEANS BEAUTIFUL
Do we live in a world which will not be able to sustain humanity?
What is at stake? Modern civilization: skyscrapers and cities, in
essence our own ecosystem. Do we need to merely adjust, or
perhaps, rethink and reimagine?
Sustainability can and should be understood beyond its common
perception of a necessary inconvenience. Because, in its essence, it
is a welcome opportunity for a more deliberate and thoughtful way
of life. A more beautiful life. A reminder how interconnected not only
our paths are, but also that our responsibility is shared. Our future,
like good design, should be the result of a dialogue.
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UNIVERSAL SUSTAINABILITY
– A PATH FORWARD
“Sustainability can’t be like some sort of a moral sacrifice or
political dilemma or a philanthropical cause. It has to be a
design challenge”
— Bjarke Ingels

ZANAT AT THE INTERSECTION OF ENVIRONMENT,
CULTURAL HERITAGE AND HUMANITY
“From the moment the idea for Zanat first slipped into
conversation, the concept for the company has been
much more than building a brand that is known only
for quality and innovativeness of its products. We were
a team of people with backgrounds in sustainable
development, social justice, architecture, and relief
work. However - we all shared a passion for design
and wood. We dreamed of a company that applied the
same attention to designing and making beautiful
objects for improving not only the spaces we inhabit
but also the greater community and the world. We call
this practice Universal Sustainability. We aim for the
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effect of every significant action that we as a business
take to be environmentally, economically and socially
sustainable. Today we are living that dream, as we have
earned a reputation of a trail blazer in different aspects
of sustainability and social responsibility. For us, this
is equally gratifying as the commercial success and
numerous design awards we have received. In other
words, sustainability is at the very heart of our craft. The
only way forward. A welcomed opportunity to contribute to
our community, while recognizing how interconnected we
all are. Join us in our commitment. We are all responsible.
“Our commitment to Universal Sustainability is guided by
the following principles: PROTECT, DEVELOP, PROMOTE.”
Orhan & Adem Nikšić, Zanat co-founders and owners.
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In June 2019 the Nikšić family, Zanat owners, opened
the Woodcarving Museum in Konjic to inaugurate the
UNESCO inscription of the craft.
Museum architecture: Normal Arhitektura
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1: PROTECT HANDICRAFTS – KEY ELEMENT
OF HUMANITY’S CULTURAL HERITAGE
When we decided to modernize the four-generations
old Nikšić family business, the experts we consulted
advised that we should abandon traditional woodcarving
and modernize both design and production processes,
where same tools have been used to carve wood for over
a century. Nevertheless, we decidedly announced that
hand-carved details will be a core element of Zanat’s
design identity, even if our friends deemed our idea
aesthetically and economically anachronistic. We were
stubbornly convinced that fine craftsmanship cannot
become a thing of the past. We’ve known that skilled
craftsman can add value that even the finest machines
cannot match. We also knew that craftsmanship stems
directly from a profoundly human drive to achieve
perfection working with one’s own hands. Craftsmanship
offers an escape from increasingly lookalike and
impersonal products and contributes tactility to a
progressively digital world. Fortunately, we met least
skepticism from the visionary designers we have been
working with. As a result, the future of the woodcarving
tradition in Konjic is no longer threatened.

COMMITMENT 1
PROTECT HANDICRAFTS, A KEY ELEMENT OF
HUMANITY’S CULTURAL HERITAGE

We have managed to spark a woodcarving renaissance.
We are inspiring young artists and design students to
work with craftsman. Working with outstanding design
talents, Konjic woodcarvers are innovating more than
ever, inventing new patterns, textures and hand tools.

COMMITMENT 2
DEVELOP ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE
PRODUCTS AND PRODUCTION PROCESSES

COMMITMENT 3

On December 6, 2018, following a four-year process
led by us, Konjic woodcarving was added to the
UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity list.
This, indeed, is a historic achievement that will raise
awareness of Konjic and its woodcarving tradition. The
inscription has awakened a sense of renewed interest
and pride in their tradition among Konjic dwellers and
Bosnians and it has inspired interest to protect and
promote other elements of our neglected, but rich
cultural heritage.

PROMOTE HUMANISTIC, SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

In 2019 we opened the doors to the Woodcarving
Museum. Zanat is preserving historic memories of
the woodcarving tradition in Konjic, including the
memory of several generations of craftsman and
shop-owners who passed the skills down to their heirs.
The museum has made these memories accessible
to students and educators, to tourists and anyone
curious to learn about the lives and deeds of Konjic
woodcarvers, about the tools and techniques they use,
about entrepreneurial ingenuity which has enabled the
craft to survive two world wars, nationalization, and
prohibition during socialist Yugoslavia and, the 1990s
war in Bosnia.
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By making it our mission to promote craft-oriented
design, we are trying to protect and promote other
crafts in Bosnia and beyond. We have developed
products that introduce hand-knitting, bronze casting,
glassblowing, artisan leatherwork and metalwork.
More fine crafts will be brought under the umbrella. Our
aim is to enable these crafts to survive and hopefully
flourish by serving as an international platform for their
outstanding products.
2. DEVELOP ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE
PRODUCTS AND PRODUCTION PROCESSES
1. All Zanat’s products are made of natural,
renewable, and sustainably sourced materials. Our
wood comes from sustainably managed sources,
located close to our company. Bosnia has one of
the most abundant wood resources in Europe with
64% of its territory covered by forests. We purchase
wood from sustainably managed forests, but we
also buy much of our timber—such as walnut and
cherry logs—from privately owned orchards. The
use of old fruit-bearing trees, which are regularly
planted on existing agricultural land, not only helps
reduce carbon emissions, but reduces the impact of
logging on indigenous forests, whose preservation
is essential to biodiversity. When we use other
materials, they must be natural and sustainable. We
use natural leather, fabrics, wool and other materials
sourced from companies that meet European
environmental standards.
2. For every single tree that is cut to make a Zanat
product, we are committed to plant three new ones.
In 2021, we decided that we can and ought to do more
than just source trees from sustainable sources. We
partnered up with a local forestry management company
in our town to contribute to their reforestation activities.
They produce more tree seedling materials than they can
plant and we are mobilizing volunteers from companies,
organizations and clubs to take part in reforestation.
This spring we are replanting a forest destroyed by fire.
Every year we will publicize figures on the approximate
number of trees we used (based on average size) and the
number of trees we planted.
3. We make lifelong products because a product’s
longevity is a key determinant of its environmental
impact. We aim to design and produce objects that
can last a lifetime or even become a heirloom piece,
like numerous pieces of traditional furniture produced
by the Nikšić family have already become. Zanat is
decidedly not driven by trends. Our focus is on timeless
values: extraordinary design, quality natural materials
and exceptional craftsmanship.
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4. We strive to minimize waste that stems from
production and product packaging. In our factory
there is no wood waste. Smaller pieces of wood
are utilized to make accessories and pieces of
furniture like the Ombra tables. Scrap wood and
sawdust is burnt in a special chamber to produce
energy that is used to kiln-dry raw timber and
heat the company during winter months. When
it comes to product packaging, Zanat uses only
biodegradable materials for accessory packaging,
and we plan to eliminate any non-degradable
packaging materials by 2022.

LEADING BY EXAMPLE
We are not naïve so much to think that our
company alone can change the world, but we
are optimistic enough to believe that if we can
prove that the way we do business works—that
it is sustainable—others will see the potential
and join efforts to change the way business
will be done tomorrow. In the end, Universal
Sustainability is a simple concept: look into the
most basic aspects of your business and ensure
that you are proud of their impact on the company,
the customer, and the world. We feel good of
what we do at Zanat and hope to inspire others to
pursue similar business models.

5. We contribute to other environmental causes
in our community: Zanat actively contributed to
endemic trout species conservation efforts in the
Neretva river. Members of the Nikšić family have
supported efforts to designate no fishing and
catch and release zones. We have also supported
efforts to prevent the construction of hydroelectric
power plans, which would have a significant effect
on environment and indigenous fish species.
Zanat financially supported a fish hatchery which
was the first one to successfully hatch and raise
the endemic soft-lip trout.
3: PROMOTE HUMANISTIC,
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
We see ourselves as facilitators of sustainable
socioeconomic and cultural development.
With this aim in mind, Zanat’s design strategy
considers not only product-specific and marketspecific variables, but also the impact of design on
sustainability in the widest sense by considering
various impacts of production, distribution, and
use of our products.
At Zanat, we create fulfilling jobs for craftsmen and
women, offering continuous training to employees,
and paying better-than-average living wages. In
recent years, we have trained more than sixty young
craftsman and offered employment opportunities
to most. To formalize the training process, we will be
launching a woodcarving academy in partnership
with educational institutions. By training our staff
for greater opportunities and paying our workers
what their skilled work is worth—not simply what
we could get away with—we ensure that we not
only have the best craftsmen and women creating
our products, but that our entire community
benefits as well.
With each person we employ our region improves
its prospects.
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OUR PRODUCTS
PRODUCTS TO LOVE
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DINING TABLES

If it is true—and it mainly is—that taste is a man’s character, and
character his destiny, a question arises as to why we prefer some
products over others. We can never really tell what will please a
customer and which product will achieve commercial success or
attract media attention. The only recipe we have in deciding to
introduce new products to market is to start with a vision and to
care passionately about the choice of designers we collaborate with,
the choice of wood and other materials, and the choice of master
craftsmen with the right sensibility for the product. What has to
follow—or even precede these choices—are always aesthetic and
functional as well as ethical considerations.
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The life of a product does not begin with the conclusion of the
production process or the product’s departure from our workshop.
However, the completion of these steps--each time with equal
attention to every detail--guarantees that we in Zanat are pleased
with the outcome and the product is to our taste. It’s life, however,
commences in earnest only after the product has been unpacked and
placed in an environment; there it can ultimately be determined how
much and why one loves the thing she chose.
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137
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149
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183
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DINING TABLE IS WHERE WE
COME TOGETHER TO NOURISH
OUR BODIES AND SOULS.
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KOBA TABLE
DESIGNED BY JEAN-MARIE MASSAUD
Koba is essentially a sculpture made into a timeless
table. At first sight, it may be a deceptively simple
piece of furniture with beautiful proportions characteristic of Massaud’s design language. However, a
closer look reveals intricate details that make this
table as much of a functional object as a showcase
of extraordinary craftsmanship and first-rate natural
materials. The table’s cone-shaped base is sculpted ins solid maple which ends with a soft, rounded
bottom. The outer part of the tabletop is made in 4 cm
thick Zimbabwe granite stone with a burnt, textured
finish. Integrated in the stone is the table’s central
part, made in solid wood. This hand-carved part is
not only a visual highlight, but it is a rotating plate
element made to facilitate the sharing of food around
the table. The wood part is easily removable to allow
cleaning underneath as needed. The textured finish
on the stone and hand-carved rotating plate work
remarkably well together, adding a touch of warmth
and tactility to the piece. The table is available in 140
cm (sits 6) and 160 cm diameter (sits 8).

KOBA TABLE base Maple, black stain
granite lazy susan Maple, black stain
MATI CHAIR frame Oak, oil seat soft black leather

top Zimbabwe
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NERON TABLE
DESIGNED BY MONICA FÖRSTER
Neron dining table impresses with its strong, but
unpretentious character. The light tabletop rests on a
robust, but elegant structure. The table looks beautiful
and sculptural from any angle, even from underneath.
Skillfully executed by Zanat’s master craftsmen, carving

patterns on the table legs represent the essence of the
table’s character. It comes in three standard dimensions,
five different species of wood in natural wood color or
stained. The table can be disassembled and is suitable
for both residential and commercial use.

NERON TABLE Walnut, oil
UNNA CHAIRS Maple, white oil
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MATI TABLE
DESIGNED BY SEBASTIAN HERKNER
Mati table, designed by Sebastian Herkner, is a
statement of grace and simplicity. Much of the table’s
character stems from cleverly considered joints
between the legs, frame and the tabletop, which
create beautiful details underneath the tabletop while
giving an appearance of levitating tabletop lightness.
Furthermore, the rounded edges on the tabletop render
it inviting and calm. The table’s character is not complete
without its legs, rounded on the inside, but cut flat and
hand-carved on the outside. The hand-carved texture
was inspired by the cellular structure of wood, which
is not only an attractive visual detail, but a reminder
that wood once was a living organism. Table legs are
designed with the same features as those of Mati chairs,
creating a perfect match. Mati table is made entirely in
solid European hardwoods, and it comes in a variety of
woods and finishes as well as several standard lengths.
Customized lengths are also a possibility.
MATI TABLE Walnut, oil MATI CHAIR frame Maple, black stain seat+back Soft black leather
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UNNA TABLE
DESIGNED BY MONICA FÖRSTER
Unna Table’s lightness and elegance is arguably unseen
in an extension table, in particular a table made entirely
in solid wood. It comes in fixed and extendable versions.
What distinguishes the extendible version of the table in
addition to its overall sleek design are lace-like hand-carved
tabletop extension leafs, inserted in the middle of the table.
The hand-carved leaves catch light beautifully and are
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irresistibly tactile. The leaves can match the color of the
table frame or come in a contrasting color (applies to black
and white maple versions). The table can be extended by
50 cm with one and 100 cm with two extension leafs, both
conveniently stored underneath the tabletop. The handmade
extension mechanism made in steel and wood is customdesigned, very simple to use and built to last.

UNNA TABLE EXTENDABLE Walnut, oil UNNA CHAIR Maple, white oil AURORA CANDLE HOLDERS Maple, black stain
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UNNA TABLE FIXED Walnut, oil

UNNA TABLE EXTENDABLE Walnut, oil
UNNA CHAIRS Maple, white oil
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BRANCHMARK (O) TABLE
DESIGNED BY WINGÅRDHS
Branchmark (O) is the round version of Branchmark (4).
Without a frame and with chamfered edges it has a light,
but distinct appearance. The smaller versions (100cm
and 120cm diameter) come with three conus-shaped
legs with branches while the large one (150cm diameter)
rests on four legs with branches. Unlike many frameless
tables, Branchmarks are all rock firm and stable, a
credit to the mastery of knowledge on static forces at
Wingårdhs architecture practice.

BRANCHMARK (O) TABLE Ash, white oil
CAFÉ TATTOO CHAIR PLAIN (left) frame Oak, white oil back Cognac saddle leather
CAFÉ TATTOO CHAIR PLAIN (right) frame Maple, black stain seat + back Black saddle leather
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BRANCHMARK (3) TABLE
DESIGNED BY WINGÅRDHS
The idea behind Branchmark is to celebrate the joy
of vertical forces by the remarkably stable wonder on
three legs. One of the three legs is branching for added
sturdiness and character. Leg endings, one of them

TARA SHELVES Maple, black stain
BRANCHMARK (3) TABLE Maple, white oil
CAFÉ TATTOO CHAIR PLAIN frame Oak, white oil back Cognac saddle leather
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hand-carved, create playful marks on the top’s surface.
The craft is celebrated through the hand-carved narwhal
tusk inspired leg.
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BRANCHMARK (8) TABLE
DESIGNED BY WINGÅRDHS
In Branchmark (8) the dance of legs is
created to celebrate the joy of vertical
forces which become trully impressive
when two branchmarks are placed
together creating a forest of dancers. Leg
endings, one of them hand-carved, create
artisanal expression on the tabletop.
The craft is celebrated through the
hand-carved narwhal tusk inspired leg.
Branchmark (8) Table is the winner of the
Interior Innovation Award 2015.

BRANCHMARK (8) TABLE Ash, white oil
CAFÉ TATTOO CHAIR PLAIN (left) frame Oak, white oil back Cognac saddle leather
CAFÉ TATTOO CHAIR PLAIN (right) frame Maple, black stain seat+back Black saddle leather
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BRANCHMARK (3) TABLE Maple, white oil
BRANCHMARK (8) TABLE Ash, white oil
from left

TATTOO STOOL PLAIN (3) Oak, oil
TATTOO STOOL PLAIN (4) Maple, black stain
TATTOO STOOL PLAIN (4) Maple, white oil
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BRANCHMARK (4) TABLE
DESIGNED BY WINGÅRDHS
Branchmark (4) is a rectangular table that comes
in four different standard sizes. The table has four
conus-shaped legs, which give birth to two thinner
branches close to the tabletop, which creates not
only a beautiful design detail, especially since both
the main branches and the unicorn leg penetrate the
tabletop to leave playful markings on the tabletop
surface as an attestation of fine craftsmanship.
Without a frame and with chamfered edges the
tables have a light, but charismatic appearance. All
branchmark tables were designed in a way that makes
them equally suitable for residential and commercial
dining as well as work environments.

BRANCHMARK TABLE (4) Maple, white oil
TOUCH BENCH WITH BACKREST Walnut, oil
AURORA CANDLE HOLDERS Maple, black stain
KIOKO BOXES Maple, black stain
NERA BOWL LARGE Maple, white oil
NERA BOWL LARGE Maple, black stain
TOUCH FOOD PLATTERS Walnut, bee's wax
NERA BOWL MEDIUM, Maple white oil
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BRANCHMARK (4) TABLE Maple, white oil
TOUCH TRAY Maple, black stain
AURORA CANDLE HOLDERS Maple, black stain
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WAVE TABLE
DESIGNED BY SALIH TESKEREDŽIĆ
The design for this extraordinary table with twisted handcarved edges is often seen as the designer version of
“live-edge,” a table that reveals the natural uneven ending
of a slab of timber. The inspiration, however, came as the
designer watched the flow of swollen Neretva River in
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Zanat's hometown of Konjic after an autumn torrent. The
Wave table is equally suited to be a dining table or a desk.
the designer watched the flow of swolen Neretva River in
Zanat's hometown of Konjic after an autumn torrent. The
Wave table is equally suited to be a dining table or a desk.

WAVE TABLE Walnut, oil
SANA CHAR Maple, white oil
BRANCO BOXES Maple, white oil
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TOUCH TABLE WITH WOODEN LEGS Maple, white oil
TOUCH STOOL HALF MOON Maple, white oil
TOUCH SIDEBOARD Maple, white oil
TOUCH LAMP base Walnut, oil lampshade beige linen

TOUCH TABLE
DESIGNED BY STUDIOILSE
Touch Table designed by Studioilse is part of the
Touch Collection. The special quality of this product
lies in the hand-carved surface that engage our
instinctive impulse to feel something and reflect our
hunger for more tactile surroundings in the digital
age. The carvings on the tabletop make it uniquely
tactile. They take three man-days to execute and –
since the craftsmen carve the pieces at random,
without drawings – each piece is unique as no two
carved surfaces will ever look the same. The table is

deliberately designed narrower to create a cozy and
intimate dining atmosphere. Despite what might be
perceived, the table surface is easily cleaned with a
sea sponge included with each table delivery or other
soft cleaning cloth and carvings do not lessen stability
even for small glasses. A new bigger and more elegant
version of the Touch table was launched at Salone
del Mobile 2019, to celebrate tactility as an essential
human need. The legs in cast bronze will enhance both
the elegance and tactility of this exquisite piece.

TOUCH TABLE WITH WOODEN LEGS Maple, black stain
TOUCH STOOL HALF MOON (left) Oak, oil
TOUCH STOOL HALF MOON (right) Walnut, oil
TOUCH FOOD PLATTER Walnut, bee’s wax
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TOUCH TABLE WITH BRONZE LEGS Maple, black stain
SANA CHAIR Maple, black stain TOUCH TRAY Maple, black stain
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COFFEE TABLE IS THE PLACE WHERE
MOST IMPORTANT THINGS ARE SAID.
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COFFEE & SIDE TABLES
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OMBRA TABLE
DESIGNED BY JASNA MUJKIĆ
Ombra Table is a unique piece of
furniture constructed by joining
together tiny “Penrose Prototiles” in
solid walnut. These specific prototiles
are named after Sir. Roger Penrose, a
famous British mathematician who
first investigated them in 1970s. The
prototiles have remarkable geometric
and visual properties. For one, they are
aperiodic, meaning that a shifted copy
of the original set of prototiles will never
look the same: the pattern does not
repeat! The designer brilliantly joined
the prototiles in the tabletop in a way to
create an abstract tree shade. Ombra
Table is made with environment in mid
by utilizing small pieces of wood likely to
end up as production waste.
Ombra Table was awarded the Interior
Innovation Award in 2012.

OMBRA TABLES Ash, black stain
OMBRA TABLE top on the wall Walnut, oil
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KOBA SIDE TABLES (ROUND)
base Maple, black stain top Mouth-blown glass

KOBA COFFEE & SIDE TABLE (ROUND)
DESIGNED BY JEAN-MARIE MASSAUD
This set of sculptural side tables features a handcarved base in solid wood and a seamlessly integrated
tabletop in mouth-blown glass by Poshinger, a
450-year-old glass blowing family business from
Germany. Poshinger, like Zanat, uses a production
technique inscribed on the UNESCO world heritage
list. The hand-carved top in wood reveals a rounded
rectangular opening in the middle that is not only
decorative but enables one to easily grab and carry
the tables. The hand-carved wooden cap on top can
be easily unscrewed which enables the glass to be
shipped separately and replaced if needed.
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KOBA COFFEE TABLE (SQUARE) base Maple, black stain top Smoked glass

KOBA COFEE TABLE (SQUARE)
DESIGNED BY JEAN-MARIE MASSAUD
Koba coffee table (square) combines sleekness of glass
with warmth and tactility of solid wood into a refined
sculptural object. Koba features a central cubical table
base, made in solid wood. The base penetrates through
a smoked glass tabletop, framed around the edges, to
create the elevated central part of the top. A special
highlight are the intricate carvings on top of this central
part, which create a texture reminiscent of burnt wood.
The base of the table can also be used as a two-level
storage compartment. The upper compartment is
accessed by simply lifting the hand-carved top, while the
lower compartment is a “secret” space, which is easily
accessible with instructions provided by Zanat.
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PIANO TABLES base Hand-welded steel rods top Maple, black stain

PIANO TABLE
DESIGNED BY LUDOVICA+ROBERTO PALOMBA
When the first drawings of Piano tables were shown to
us, the reaction was a WOW! The tables feature a light
and unimposing base made from hand-welded steel
rods with a black powder coat finish. What makes Piano
tables stand out are the elegant and joyful cogwheel
carving patterns around the table edges. Seen from
above, the carving patterns are reminiscent of piano
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keys and therefore the name Piano. Piano tables come
in three different heights and sizes and they fit together
like gear wheels of a clock both visually, but also in a
functional sense, suitable for a variety of residential
and public environments. The able tops are made in
solid maple and have Zanat’s recognizable mat black or
wenge finish.
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PIANO FOLDING TABLE
DESIGNED BY LUDOVICA+ROBERTO PALOMBA
Piano folding tables represent a magnificent combination
of lightness and functionality on one hand with refined
craftsmanship and quality. These beautiful, easy to fold
and stow away tables are a perfect facilitator for special
feel-at-home rituals. The folding tables supplement
the collection of Piano coffee and side tables, added to
Zanat’s collection in 2019. A special characteristic of all
Piano tables are the elegant cogwheel carving patterns
around the table edges. Seen from above, the carving
patterns are reminiscent of piano keys and therefore
the name Piano. Folding Piano tables feature X-shaped
legs made entirely in solid wood. Thanks to ingenuity of
Zanat’s engineers, Piano folding tables have no visible
screws or hardware and every detail was made to be
admired by craftsmanship connoisseurs. The tabletop is
made in solid maple featuring Zanat’s recognizable mat
black or wenge finish.

PIANO FOLDING TABLE (ROUND)
Maple, black stain
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PIANO FOLDING TABLE (SQUARE) Maple, black stain
STOPME BOOKSTOP/DOORSTOP Maple, black stain
2021
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NERA TABLE LOW base Walnut, oil top Smoked glass
NERA TABLE HIGH base Walnut, oil top Smoked glass
UNNA LOUNGE CHAIR Walnut, oil

NERA TABLE
DESIGNED BY MONICA FÖRSTER
Nera Coffee & Side Tables are a part of Zanat's
extraordinarily popular Nera collection that also includes
stools and bowls. The tables consist of a top in stained
glass and a sculptural hand-carved base made in solid
European hardwoods. The choice of different carving
patterns, woods and finishes enables one to customize
the product. The tables are suitable for use in both
residential and commercial/public settings.
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TOUCH COFFEE TABLE
DESIGNED BY STUDIOILSE
Touch coffee tables are a great example of why Ilse
Crawford is called a master of understatement. They are
simple and unimposing with ample hand-crafted details
to marvel, like the carvings on the tabletop which make it
uniquely tactile and the masterfully executed leg joints.
Notably, since the craftsmen carve the pieces at random,
without any drawings – each piece is unique as no two
carved surfaces will ever look the same.

TOUCH COFFEE TABLE Walnut, oil
UNNA LOUNGE CHAIR Walnut, oil
TOUCH BOWLS Walnut, bee's wax Maple, black stain
TOUCH COFFEE TABLES Walnut, oil
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HIDE & SEEK CONTAINERS
AND COFFEE/SIDE TABLES
DESIGNED BY MONICA FÖRSTER

HIDE & SEEK
CONTAINERS AND COFFEE/SIDE TABLES Maple, Zanat burgundy stain
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These extraordinary sculptural and hand-carved round
objects, entirely made in solid maple, come in three different shapes and sizes, designed to work as an attractive set of side tables and containers. Below the sculpted
container lids lies container space where objects that
one needs close to hand but out of site can be stored. A
choice of different carving patterns, designed by Monica
Förster Design Studio, adds the final unique touch to
these elegant, multipurpose objects.

HIDE & SEEK CONTAINERS AND COFFEE/SIDE TABLES Maple, Zanat burgundy stain
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CONSOLE TABLE: A GOOD SIDE
KICK CAN DO WONDERS.
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CONSOLE TABLES
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UNNA CONSOLE
DESIGNED BY MONICA FÖRSTER
Unna console table is an elegant and outstandingly
lightweight accent piece that can be used as a
decorative object against the wall or even as a roomdivider in any public space. Unna console draws its
appeal from the combination of a feminine, minimalist
form and a tactile hand-carved pattern on top. On black
and wenge consoles, the carvings can be stained in the
same color or show a contrast between the natural light
color of maple and the stain.

UNNA CONSOLE Maple, black stain
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TOUCH CONSOLE
DESIGNED BY STUDIOILSE
Touch console is a graceful object that brings warmth
and tactility to any interior. It is a piece that reminds
one why Ilse Crawford is often called “the master
of understatement.” Like other pieces in the Touch
collection, the surface of the console is hand-carved by
Zanat master woodcarvers.

TOUCH CONSOLE Walnut, oil
NERA BOWLS Maple, black stain
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CHAIR IS A COMPANION THAT
DOES NOT LET YOU DOWN.
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CHAIRS
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SANA CHAIR
DESIGNED BY MONICA FÖRSTER
Sana is a feminine, elegant, and extraordinarily
light dining chair made entirely in solid wood. The
most special feature of the chair is its sculpted and
multidimensionally curved backrest that instills a warm
hug effect and provides excellent seating comfort. The
outer side of the chair’s backrest is entirely handcarved, creating an exquisite texture that emphasize the
rounded backrest giving Sana the character of a modern
handcrafted object. Sana is a stackable chair suitable
both for residential and commercial use. It comes in
different color combinations of the frame, backrest,
and seat. For better comfort, an optional magnetically
attached cushion in leather can be added. Sana chair
has won the Iconic Award 2019-Innovative Interior,
awarded by the German Design Council.

from left

SANA CHAIRS
Maple, Zanat burgundy, Maple, black stain

SANA CHAIR Walnut, oil
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UNNA CHAIR
DESIGNED BY MONICA FÖRSTER
The designer's aim was a stackable and sturdy chair
with strikingly soft, minimalistic, yet humanistic
expression sculpted entirely in solid wood. Unna,
as noted by the jury of the Swedish Golden Chair
Award, is an extraordinarily comfortable wooden
chair, featuring a finely curved seat and backrest,
made from solid wood sections. The chair can
be individualized by applying Zanat’s exquisite
carving techniques. The designer has come up with
a modernist interpretation of traditional Konjic
woodcarving, preserving, however, the original
technique and tools. The carvings on black or wenge
stained chairs can also be stained or unstained to
reveal the light wood color. For better comfort, an
optional magnetically attached cushion in leather
can be added. Unna Chair is the winner of the Interior
Innovation Award 2015 presented by the German
Design Council and the Golden Chair Award by the
Swedish Architects Association.

UNNA CHAIRS Maple, white oil
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MATI CHAIR frame Oak, oil seat Soft black leather

MATI CHAIR
DESIGNED BY SEBASTIAN HERKNER
Mati is a dining chair with armrests, made entirely in solid
wood with an upholstered seat for added comfort. The
design inspiration for Mati is about the pursuit of security.
In functioning societies dinners are always about a delicious meal, interesting conversations and about comfort,
of course. Comfortable chairs contribute to pleasant
atmosphere. Thus, the name Mati (meaning mother in
archaic Bosnian, Croatian and Serbian) was chosen to
symbolize the chair’s motherly seating comfort. Mati features a graciously curved armrest that envelopes around
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the backrest. Another design feature are the chair’s legs,
curved on the inside, but cut flat and hand-carved on the
outside. The carving pattern was inspired by the microscopic view of the cellular structure of wood, enabling the
human eye to admire the material and to appreciate that
it comes from a living organism. Mati is simultaneously
robust and unexpectedly lightweight. The chair is available in a choice of woods (maple, ash, oak, and walnut)
with a natural oil finish or stained in black or wenge with a
choice of high quality black or brown leather for the seat.

MATI TABLE Oak, oil
MATI CHAIR frame Oak, oil seat Soft brown leather
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CAFÉ TATTOO CHAIR
DESIGNED BY WINGÅRDHS
Café Tattoo chair, designed by Gert Wingårdh & Sara
Helder, is a charming, minimalist, and youthful chair with
clean architectural lines. The chair is the latest addition
to the popular family of Tattoo stools and bar stools. Café
Tattoo is a lightweight and stackable chair featuring a
backrest in 2mm thick natural saddle leather. Each leg
joins the seat by fully penetrating it, leaving a charming
woodgrain mark on the seat top. The chair is designed for
use in public spaces such as restaurants, bars, meeting
rooms, but it is equally suitable for residential use.
Standard versions of the chair are available in oiled ash
and oak with brown leather backrest and a black-stained
version with black leather backrest. Both plain and handcarved versions of the chair is available.

CAFÉ TATTOO CHAIRS PLAIN
from left

Maple, white oil back Cognac saddle leather
Oak, white oil back Cognac saddle leather
frame Maple, black stain back Black saddle leather
frame

CAFÉ TATTOO CHAIRS CARVED
from left Maple, black stain, Perla; Maple, black stain, Pippi
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frame
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IGMAN CHAIR
DESIGNED BY HARRI KOSKINEN
Igman dining chair is soft and lightweight chair that
combines a solid wood frame and a removable soft
seat & backrest upholstered in either vegetable-tanned
2.2mm thick saddle leather or a choice of fabrics. The
design seamlessly integrates Bosnian and Finish
craftsmanship and woodworking traditions into a
modern object with minimalist appearance. The chair
comes in a version without armrest and with armrests.
The refined hand-carved details on the flat-cut surfaces
of the armrests and the back beam add to the chair’s
character and tactility.

NERON TABLE Walnut, oil
TARA SHELVES Maple. black stain
IGMAN CHAIR frame Walnut, oil seat + back Coda 2 (0222) by Kvadrat
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UNNA TABLE EXTENDABLE Maple, black stain
IGMAN CHAIR frame Maple, black stain seat+back black saddle leather
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LOUNGE CHAIR IS A VEHICLE
FOR MIND’S TRAVELS.
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LOUNGE CHAIRS
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DAMA-T LOUNGE CHAIR
DESIGNED BY LUDOVICA+ROBERTO PALOMBA
Dama-T gives the appearance of an object that was
effortlessly designed by an ingenious mind. Essential
aspects of its contemporary character are the thin,
curved surfaces of the seat and backrest with checkered
hand-carved patterns, that required the development of
new carving tools for our workshop. Dama is inspired by
archaic knowledge and the ingenuity of those objects of
local culture that irresistibly seduce us in our travels.

DAMA-T LOUNGE CHAIR Maple, wenge stain
HIDE&SEEK CONTAINER AND COFFEE/SIDE TABLE Maple, wenge stain
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DAMA-T LOUNGE CHAIR Maple, black stain
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IGMAN LOUNGE CHAIR MINI frame Oak, oil seat+back Coda 2 (0222) by Kvadrat

IGMAN MINI LOUNGE CHAIR
DESIGNED BY HARRI KOSKINEN
Igman Mini Lounge Chair by Harri Koskinen is a final
edition to the Igman family of chairs, which includes
Igman Lounge Chair and Igman dining chair. Mini Lounge
Chair was made to enable comfortable lounge sitting
in areas with limited space, such as hotel rooms or
residential spaces where a small corner can be turned
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into a comfortable nook. This lightweight chair combines
a solid wood frame and a removable soft seat & backrest
upholstered in either vegetable-tanned 2.2mm thick
saddle leather or a choice of fabrics. The refined handcarved details on the flat-cut surfaces of the armrests and
the back beam add to the chair’s character and tactility.

2021

IGMAN LOUNGE CHAIR MINI frame Walnut, oil seat+back Cognac saddle leather
NERA TABLE LOW base Maple, black stain top Smoked glass
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UNNA LOUNGE CHAIR
DESIGNED BY MONICA FÖRSTER
With soft, elegant lines, Unna Lounge Chair was
designed to impart a feeling of softness and comfort
to a lounge chair made entirely in solid wood, a
warm but hard material. Unna’s complex sculptural
shape is also a testimony to the extraordinary skill
of Zanat’s craftsmen and engineers. The modernized
hand-carved patterns–made by applying Zanat’s
century old and UNESCO world heritage inscribed
hand-carving technique–add a special touch to the
backrest of the chair, and a way to individualize it.
To provide additional comfort, Unna can be ordered
with a removable leather cushion on the seat or fixed
cushions on the backrest and the seat.

UNNA LOUNGE CHAIRS
from left Maple, white oil, Maple, black stain, Walnut, oil
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IGMAN LOUNGE CHAIR & OTTOMAN
DESIGNED BY HARRI KOSKINEN
With the design of Igman Lounge Chair, Harri Koskinen,
successfully bridged Bosnian and Finish craftsmanship
traditions. The chair has a strong, but unpretentious
character. The softly rounded structure in solid wood
creates a feeling of warmth, while the understated
carvings underneath the armrests create a subtle
tactile feeling. Igman chair is upholstered in vegetable
tanned thick saddle leather, but it is also available in a
choice of fabrics.
Igman Ottoman was designed to follow the typology of
the Igman Lounge Chair and it complements the chair
both visually and in terms of providing the additional
comfort that enables one to easily doze off in a beautiful
nook that these two create. The ottoman can also be
used for sitting, while two or more ottomans can be
combined into a bench.

IGMAN LOUNGE CHAIR frame Ash, white oil seat+back Cognac saddle leather
IGMAN OTTOMAN frame Ash, white oil seat Cognac saddle leather
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KALIA CHAISE-LONGUE Maple, black stain

KALIA CHAISE-LOUNGE
DESIGNED BY JEAN-MARIE MASSAUD
Kalia Chaise-Lounge is a genuinely innovative chaiselounge skilfully constructed into a solid wood sculpture
of almost intimidating beauty. The top is created of
around 50 pieces of wood—each with different and
extraordinarily precise geometry. The pieces must fit
together perfectly to form Kalia’s refined curvatures.
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The joints not only testify to the mastery of Zanat’s
craftsman and engineers, but also create a leaf-like fish
bone pattern on the surface of the wooden top. Another
essential highlight of this sculpturesque piece are
the hand-carved edges which emphasize the elegant
curvature of the piece. The carving pattern, designed

by Jean-Marie Massaud is inspired by the aesthetic of
burnt wood. Kalia’s base is made in powder finished steel
with a narrow minimalistic column and a flat rectangular
base, which provides the sculptural wooden top with a
levitating lightness. This is a product that makes Zanat’s
craftsmen exceptionally proud of their skills. Kalia
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comes with two pillows, one in sculpted wood, and the
other upholstered in suede. For additional comfort, an
optional removable cover hand-knitted in wool can be
ordered. The blanket, designed by Jean-Marie Massaud,
is the result of Zanat’s collaboration with a women-only
cooperative from Sarajevo, Bosnia.
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BENCH IS WHERE YOU HEARD THE FIRST
STORY AND CARVED YOUR NAME IN IT.
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BENCHES & STOOLS
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UNITY SIDE TABLE/STOOL
Maple, black stain

UNITY SIDE TABLE / STOOL
DESIGNED BY MONICA FÖRSTER
Unity side table/stool portrays inseparable links that
connect humanity as a whole, a notion made clear to us
throughout the Covid-19 pandemic. Unity was designed in
the context of Zanat’s 2020 Lockdown Dialogues project.
The designer and artist, Monica Förster, has masterfully
managed to translate her abstract humanistic idea into a
functional object of artistic beauty. This object is equally
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suited for use as a side table and a stool. Assembled
from four separately sculpted solid wood segments with
elegant hand-carved details, Unity stool/side table is
available in Zanat’s signature black-stained maple and
oiled walnut finishes. The product’s timeless elegance
and the quality of craftsmanship should guarantee its
exceptional longevity and sustainability.

UNITY SIDE TABLE/STOOL
from left Walnut, oil; Maple, black stain
2021
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NERA STOOL
DESIGNED BY MONICA FÖRSTER
Made entirely in solid wood, Nera stools are characterized by simple and tender sculptural beauty. They
come with several different hand-carved patterns which
enhance the stool’s tactility, and each carving pattern
gives a distinct character to the stool. Nera looks like a
piece of decorative art, but is highly functional. They are
perfect for seating in a lounge setting but can also be
used as side tables and can be added as extra seats at a
dining table. The stools come in black-stained maple and
ash or oil-finished European walnut and have been one
of Zanat's most demanded products.

NERA STOOLS Maple, black stain
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STONEHENGE STOOL
DESIGNED BY LUDOVICA+ROBERTO PALOMBA
Stonehenge stool was inspired by ancient, small stools
found across different cultures in multitude of designs.
These tactile objects have an intrinsic appeal probably
because they provide a gateway to the maker’s hands
and soul. The essence of such objects inspired the

STONEHENGE STOOL Walnut, oil
UNNA CHAIR Maple, black stain
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design of this stool, which brings together sculptural
arts and refined craftsmanship in an object that could
equally be seen Japanese, African or Western because
it speaks directly to our deeply rooted sense of home
and belonging.

STONEHENGE STOOL Maple, black stain
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TATTOO STOOL
DESIGNED BY WINGÅRDHS
Tattoo stool is a neat, light, stable and stackable stool
with beautiful and playful carvings, available in a threeor four-legged version. The holes on top add to the stool's
character and allow one to easily grip and carry them.
The stools can be tattooed from head to toe or in a very

discreet way. They can be chosen in different types of
wood, colors, stained or lacquered. Symbolism of the
graphics are to be created in the eye of the beholder. For
the designers, tattoos are about the contrasts in life, love,
joy, sorrow and pain.

TATTOO STOOL FULLBODY TATTOO, Maple black stain
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FOLK, Maple orange stain, SLEEVE(3), Maple black stain, FOLK, Maple brick red stain
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TOUCH STOOL HALF MOON (left) Oak, oil
TOUCH STOOL HALF MOON (right) Walnut, oil
TOUCH TABLE WITH WOODEN LEGS Maple, black stain
TOUCH SIDEBOARD Walnut, oil

TOUCH STOOL
DESIGNED BY STUDIOILSE
Touch stools (side tables) designed by Studioilse are part
of the Touch Collection designed by Studioilse for Zanat.
The stools come in “Pill” and “Half Moon” versions. The
special quality of all Touch products lies in the handcarved surfaces that engage our instinctive impulse to
feel something and reflect our hunger for more tactile

surroundings in the digital age. The carvings on stool tops
make them uniquely tactile and since the craftsmen carve
the pieces at random, without drawings – each piece is
unique as no two carved surfaces will ever look the same.
The stools can be used in a multitude of different settings:
casual seating, around a dining table, as side tables…

TOUCH STOOL PILL Oak, oil
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QUIET STOOL
DESIGNED BY JASNA MUJKIĆ
Quiet stool holds a special place in our hearts as it is
one of the first contemporary designs, which we have
developed. The boxy top and square light legs give the
impression that the stool was carved out of a chuck of
timber. The hand-carved motif was designed and delivered

from left
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QUIET STOOLS
Maple, black stain, Walnut, oil

in a way to give the stool a special pattern building
purpose. When one makes a line-up of Quiet stools, the
hand carved motifs of adjacent stools match up and
create what visually becomes a single piece, where each
one is a part of the larger puzzle.

QUIET STOOL Walnut, oil
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TATTOO BARSTOOLS CARVED from left Walnut, oil-peacock, Maple, white oil-pheasant

TATTOO BARSTOOL
DESIGNED BY WINGÅRDHS
Zanat’s popular Tattoo stool designed by Wingårdhs
is getting bigger siblings in elegant Tattoo barstools,
a medium high one (60cm) and a high one (75cm).
Like their smaller cousins, the Tattoo barstools come
in carved and plain versions. The plain ones have
slimmer arch-like leg endings at the top of the stool.

With both types, the legs penetrate the stool tops,
leaving perfectly joined and distinctive cross-like
markings. The first two carved versions of the barstools
carry a peacock and pheasant tattoos. The stools are
stackable and some versions come with a whole on top
for easier handling.

TATTOO BARSTOOLS CARVED Maple, white oil, Maple, red stain, Maple, black stain
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SANA BARSTOOL
DESIGNED BY MONICA FÖRSTER
Sana barstool designed by Monica Förster is a sibling
of the award-winning Sana dining chair. Like its sister
Sana dining chair, the barstool follows a feminine,
elegant design and lightness despite entirely made in
massive wood. The most special feature of the chair
is its finely sculpted and multidimensionally curved

SANA BARSTOOL
Maple, black stain
130
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backrest that instils a warm hug effect and provides
additional seating comfort. The entire outer side of the
chair’s backrest is hand-carved with carving patterns
which were designed to emphasize the curved shape of
the backrest and to give Sana the character of a modern
handcrafted object.
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Left: TOUCH BENCH legs cast bronze, seat Walnut oil TOUCH TABLE WITH WOODEN LEGS Maple, black stain TOUCH SIDEBOARD Walnut, oil legs cast bronze
Up: TOUCH BENCH WITH WOODEN LEGS Walnut, oil

TOUCH BENCH
DESIGNED BY STUDIOILSE
To touch is both to feel physically and sense
emotionally. Touch is a collection of universal benches
and other objects. Their special quality lies in the
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hand-carved surfaces that engage our instinctive
impulse to feel something and reflect our hunger
for more tactile surroundings in the digital age. The

carvings on the benches take two man-days to
execute and – since the craftsmen carve the pieces
at random, without drawings – each bench is unique
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as no two carved surfaces will ever look the same.
Touch Bench is available in wood or cast bronze legs
(without backrest).
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TOUCH BENCH WITH BACKREST Walnut, oil
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MORPHO BENCH
DESIGNED BY PATRICK NORGUET
Morpho is a study in morphology of a tree trunk as it
is processed by craftsman into a refined functional
sculpture. The bench’s aesthetic is defined by two
robust feet, which look like they they’ve been sculpted
by splitting a log. The carving texture on the inner flat
side of the feet is reminiscent of the texture of wood
fibers one observes in a split wooden log. The sitting
surface of the bench is made of split wooden plank with
a curious V-shape cut at each end. The bench is 230cm
long and will add unpretentious and warm elegance to
a multitude of interior settings. The whole development
process for this product was carried out remotely, relying
on video conferences and excellent, which worked
very well thanks to excellent engineering and product
development skills on both sides.
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BOOK SHELVES ARE WHERE ADORMENTS
AND KNOWLEDGE SIT TOGETHER.
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STORAGE
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TOUCH SIDEBOARD Maple, white oil
TOUCH LAMP base Walnut, oil lampshade beige linen

TOUCH SIDEBOARD
DESIGNED BY STUDIOILSE
Touch Sideboard is part of the Touch Collection
designed by Studioilse for Zanat. The special quality
of these products lies in the hand-carved surfaces
that engage our instinctive impulse to feel something
and reflect our hunger for more tactile surroundings
in the digital age. The carvings on the sideboard take
three man-days to execute and – since the craftsmen
carve the pieces at random, without drawings – each
piece is unique as no two carved surfaces will ever look
the same. The sideboard comes in three and fourdoor versions and can be mounted on 42cm or 28cm
X-shaped wood or cast bronze legs. Each door hides a
separate storage compartment, with a removable traylike shelf placed mid height.
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KOAM SIDEBOARD base Welded steel plates, cabinet Maple, black stain

KOAM SIDEBOARD
DESIGNED BY JEAN-MARIE MASSAUD
Koam is a low sideboard made entirely in solid wood
resting on a minimalist base made of expertly welded steel plates with no visible welding marks. Strong
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aesthetic appeal of this minimalist piece is to be found
in perfect proportions and its charismatic “burnt wood”
carving pattern that entirely covers the drawer fronts,

as well as by the interplay between the elegant wooden
body and the metal base. Koam Sideboard consists of
two larger drawers to the right and two smaller drawers
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sitting on top of each other on the left. The orientation of
the carving pattern differs on the small and large drawers, which visually breaks the piece in two segments.
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TARA SHELVING SYSTEM
DESIGNED BY MONICA FÖRSTER
Tara shelves can be used as single units or as a family for a range
of interior design wants. The shelves are equally beautiful and
functional when positioned against a wall or as room-dividers.
In addition to creating a versatile piece, Tara demonstrates the
exquisite craftsmanship of Zanat in the fine joinery that utilizes
our unique hand-carving techniques. Tara was selected by the
German Design Council for the Interior Innovation Award 2015.

TARA SHELVES Maple, black stain
144
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TARA SHELVES Oak, oil

TARA SHELVES Maple, black stain
146
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VINKO WINE CABINET
DESIGNED BY HARRI KOSKINEN
Vinko Cabinet is an exquisitely designed for clients
who care about not only the quality of wine they drink,
but also how it is stored, displayed, and served. The
designer, Harri Koskinen, found a brilliant use for Zanat’s
signature carvings on a cabinet whose outer appearance
communicates strength and Nordic elegance. The
carvings between the front doors create a zipper-like
seam, while the “shoehorn” carvings on the inside of
the doors, were designed to enable glasses to hang on
the inside of the doors as well as to prevent them from
sliding when the doors are opened. Standard version
of the cabinet comes with a unique wine-rack made of
rounded beams in solid wood. The height of the cabinet
also makes a perfect bar that can be used in homes,
wine cellars, offices or hospitality establishments
interested in creating a special corner for wine lovers.
The inside of the cabinet is customizable to fit other uses.

VINKO WINE CABINET Ash, white oil
TATTOO BARSTOOL PLAIN Maple, black stain
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ACCESSORIES ARE THE THINGS WE
NEED NOT BUT CANNOT LIVE WITHOUT.
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ACCESSORIES
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NERA BOWL LARGE Maple, white oil
NERA BOWL SMALL Walnut, oil

NERA BOWLS
DESIGNED BY MONICA FÖRSTER
Nera bowls were originally designed to be auctioned
at a charity event aimed at protecting endemic trout
in Zanat’s hometown. The product attracted incredible
attention from design media, customers and some
leading furniture design brands which have used it as a
styling element for their catalogues and fair exhibitions.
The perfect proportions, materiality, lightness and
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sculptural refinement along with meticulously executed
carving details are the essence of the product's
attractiveness. The bowls come in three different sizes
and are available in natural and black-stained maple, as
walnut woods. The bowls can also be customized with a
choice of different carving patterns.
NERA BOWLS Walnut, oil
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MATI TRAYS
DESIGNED BY SEBASTIAN HERKNER
Mati trays are small sophisticated wooden objects with a
“levitating” tray supported by three hand-carved feet also
made in thin plates of solid wood. The carving pattern is
inspired by the microscopic view of wood, which reveals
its arresting cellular structure. Mati tray feels even more
special with optional carvings on the inside.

MATI TRAY Walnut, oil
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MATI TRAYS front Maple, black stain back Walnut, oil Maple, white oil
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from left

TOUCH FOOD PLATTERS Walnut, bee's wax
TOUCH BOWLS Walnut, bee's wax
TOUCH BOWLS Maple, black stain

TOUCH BOWLS AND FOOD PLATTERS
DESIGNED BY STUDIOILSE
Touch bowls and food platters are the result of our continued dialogue with Ilse Crawford, Oscar Peña and their
associates at Studioilse about tactility as an essential
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human need and how it‘s continued loss through rapid
digitalization of our world can be compensated through
design of physical objects for interiors. The aim here was to

create simple objects that can add warmth and tactility to
the experience of cooking and eating at home. The platters
and bowls in walnut are finished only with bee’s wax, which
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is a natural food proof wood finish that can be refreshed
from time to time at home. Bowls are also available in
black stain with eco-proof mat lacquer coating on top.
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TOUCH TRAY Maple, black stain

TOUCH TRAYS
DESIGNED BY STUDIOILSE
Touch Trays, made from a single piece of wood, are a part
of the Touch collection consisting of benches, trays and
other objects. Their special quality lies in the handcarved
surfaces that engage our instinctive impulse to feel
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something and reflect our hunger for more tactile surroundings in the digital age. Since the craftsmen carve
the trays at random, without drawings – each is unique
as no two carved surfaces will ever look the same.

TOUCH BENCH legs Cast bronze, top Walnut, oil
TOUCH TRAYS Maple, black stain, Maple white oil, Walnut, bee's wax
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KIOKO GAME BOX Maple, black stain
PIANO FOLDING TABLE (SQUARE) Maple, black stain

KIOKO BOXES
DESIGNED BY JEAN-MARIE MASSAUD
The objects we treasure, regardless of their size, should
represent genuine quality of design, materials and
craftsmanship, the kind of quality where every little
detail matters and has been through and executed by
extraordinarily skilled and meticulous craftsman. On
the outside, the appeal of Kioko boxes is found in their
proportions and the imprint of fine craftsmanship,
including an exquisite hand-carved texture, perfect
joints and a seamless fit between the box’s cover and

base. As it should be with a proper treasure box, Kioko
boxes are equally exquisite on the inside. Different
designs of interior fittings determine the purpose
of a box and the initial set of fittings is limited to the
following: two suede leather padded jewelry trays for a
jewelry box, playing cards and dice tray for a game box,
stationary compartments for a large writing box. The
small and tall box is a perfect hiding place for treasured
writing pens and pencils.

KIOKO GAME BOX Maple, black stain
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KIOKO JEWELLERY BOX
DESIGNED BY JEAN-MARIE MASSAUD

KIOKO JEWELLERY BOX Maple, black stain
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KIOKO PEN BOX
DESIGNED BY JEAN-MARIE MASSAUD

KIOKO PEN BOX Maple, black stain
KIOKO SERVING TRAY & CHESS BOARD Maple, black stain
164
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KIOKO TRAYS
DESIGNED BY JEAN-MARIE MASSAUD
Kioko trays communicate sophistication through minimalist
design and fine craftsmanship. The inside of one tray
model is hand-carved with a checkered pattern so that this
serving tray can also work as a convenient chess board for a
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spontaneous chess game on the sofa or a terrace. Simpler,
but equally attractive, the other version of the tray has an
hand-carved square in the middle. The walls of the trays are
also hand-carved on the outside for a more eqsquisite look.

KIOKO SERVING TRAY
Maple, black stain
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BRANCO BOXES
bottom, from left Maple, wenge stain, Maple, black stain
top, from left Maple, Zanat burgundy stain. Maple, white oil

BRANCO BOXES
DESIGNED BY MONICA FÖRSTER
Branco boxes come in three different sizes and several
carving patterns. Design pays homage to Constantin
Brancusi and his sculptures. As was one of the fathers of
modernism Brancusi was not only a sculptor, painter, and
photographer, but also a woodcarver. These hand-carved

decorative boxes, crafted in solid maple, are also
extraordinarily versatile and can be used as storage boxes
on open shelves, as side tables, combined into a coffee
table, stacked on top of each other as a sculptural element.
How to combine and use them is up to one’s imagination.
BRANCO BOXES Maple, black stain, Maple white oil, Maple wenge stain, Maple, Zanat burgundy stain
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TOUCH LAMP
DESIGNED BY STUDIOILSE
Touch lamps are a part of the Touch collection
designed by Studioilse. Their special quality lies in
the hand-carved surfaces that engage our instinctive
impulse to feel something, and reflect our hunger for
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more tactile surroundings in the digital age. Touch
lamps consist of a hand-carved base in turned solid
wood and a hand-made lamp shade featuring fine
linen fabric on the outside.

TOUCH LAMP base Walnut, oil lampshade beige linen
TOUCH SIDEBOARD Maple, white oil
2021
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PLAY & BURN CANDLE HOLDER SET
DESIGNED BY LUDOVICA+ROBERTO PALOMBA

AURORA CANDLE HOLDERS Maple, black stain
PLAY & BURN CANDLE HOLDERS Maple, black stain
KOBA TABLE base Maple, blackstain top Zimbabwe Granite lazy susan Maple, black stain
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A testimony to design brilliance of Ludovica + Roberto
Palomba, Play & Burn candle holders are quite possibly
the most engaging and playful candle holders in
existence. The idea behind this product was to connect
buyers with designers, craftsman and materials and
to add a touch of warmth and light to one’s home. The
play begins after opening the box and discovering the
hand-carved wooden pieces, which need to be put
together to create a candle holder to one’s own liking.
One starts having fun as soon as she touches the tactile
wooden modules with the imprints of the craftsman’s

skillful hands and it continues as one tries to decide on
the order of modules in a thread, basically designing a
candle holder to own liking. The design, of course, can be
changed whenever one feels like it. A small candle holder
consists of five modules in maple wood, three of which
are hand-carved, a base, rod and top plate all in black
powder-coated steel. The large candle holder includes a
double set of wooden modules and two metal rods. The
intention is to start offering a variety of different modules
in the future, which one could purchase to enrich their
Play & Burn candle holder.
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AURORA CANDLE HOLDER
DESIGNED BY LUDOVICA+ROBERTO PALOMBA
Aurora candle holders owe their appeal to organic
sculptural shape, the warmth of wood and an
imprint of a human touch in form of hand-carved
details. Aurora candle holders will add warmth
and coziness to a dinner table or any other corner
of one’s home.

AURORA CANDLE HOLDERS
Maple, black stain
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STOPME BOOKSTOP/DOORSTOP Maple, black stain

STOPME BOOKSTOP/DOORSTOP
DESIGNED BY MONICA FÖRSTER
Stopme bookstop/doorstop is a endearing decorative
object with a hand-carved cone base and skillfully
stitched handle in leather. It can be used as a decorative
object on a shelf, but it was also designed with a
function in mind: to stop a stack of books from falling or
stop an open door from closing. Other functions are up
to your creativity.
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SCENTAINERS
(FRAGRANCE CONTAINERS)
DESIGNED BY MONICA FÖRSTER
Scentainers are the result of mutual collaboration
between Zanat and Muro Scents Co, a SwedishJapanese olfactory brand that creates specially
designed custom-made scents. Scentainer is a
hand-carved wooden box filled with wood shavings
marinated in a scent. Zanat has worked for two
years with Muro to develop a scent representative of
Zanat's character: woody, temperate and inviting. The
product is a multi-sensual experience that appeals
to one's sesnses and experience of space that
lingers in memory.
SCENTAINERS Maple, black stain
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MIRROR IS WHERE QUESTIONS
ARE ANSWERED.
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MIRRORS
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SKY MIRROR
DESIGNED BY MONICA FÖRSTER
Sky standing mirrors are modernist art sculptures
hand-carved in solid wood. Although the uniqueness and
refinement of Sky mirrors is obvious at first sight, there is
something mystical and fairytale about them. Contrary to
most mirrors, they are equally beautiful from all angles,
which renders them a natural centerpiece object for a

multitude of different settings and environments, placed
either as singular objects or in groups of two or more,
which also turns them into astonishing room dividers.
These large self-standing mirrors come in two different
semioval sizes and two round sizes and can be ordered in
walnut or maple with different stains and finishes.

SKY MIRRORS Maple, black stain
182
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ECLIPSE MIRRORS Maple, black stain
NERA BOWLS Maple, Zanat burgundy stain
STOPME BOOKSTOP/DOORSTOP Maple, black stain
UNNA CONSOLE Maple, black stain

ECLIPSE WALL MIRROR
DESIGNED BY MONICA FÖRSTER
Eclipse is an artistic puzzle consisted of three different
shaped mirrors that can be enjoyed as stand-alone
pieces or all together. The beauty of these mirrors does
not depend on what they reflect. Eclipse is fixed to a
rounded plate, which sits on top and “eclipses” a larger
bottom plate. The surface of the bottom plates is hand
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carved by Zanat master carvers based on adorable
abstract drawings signed by Monica Förster. The mirrors
come in three different sizes and shapes, allowing one
to create various artistic installations with different
combinations of mirrors on the wall.
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NUR MIRRORS Maple, black stain
STOPME BOOKSTOP/DOORSTOP Maple, black stain
NERA BOWLS Maple, black stain

NUR MIRROR
DESIGNED BY MONICA FÖRSTER
As the light (i.e. nur) reflects in a mirror, one’s beauty it
shows and in beautifying it aids. Mirror is an object in the
service of beauty and beautiful it should be. Nur table
mirror, the winner of the Elle Decoration 2018 Award for
best accessory in Sweden, is certainly both exquisite and
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beautiful. The mirror with a handle rests unattached in a
hand-carved cone so it can be taken out and moved. Nur
likes to wear only black and is dressed in different handcarved lace. Nur Mirror was added to the permanent
collection of the Swedish National Museum.
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CRAFT IS THE TOOL ARTIST USES TO
TURN TEMPORAL INTO ETERNAL
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ZAN(ART) PROJECT
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DOM PLATES
DESIGNED BY MICHELE DE LUCCHI
Designed by Michelle De Lucchi, Dom plate is a meticulously crafted sculpture resembling a star map guiding
us home. The profound appeal of Dom plates is to be
found in brilliantly designed geometry, meticulously executed details--which bear witness to enduring value of
fine craftsmanship, and the warmth and tactility of solid
wood. For De Lucchi “the real topic of the time is to investigate—and to better understand in a theoretical way—
the difference between temporality and eternity, what

has to be temporary and what has to be permanent.” In
this way, Dom (meaning “Home” in Bosnian) is the eternal
origin and the destination. The hand-carved textures engraved into the wood by Zanat’s master craftsman catch
the light beautifully in a way that emphasizes the tactility
and geometry of these multi-polygonal objects. With
Dom, Michelle De Lucchi has once again revealed to us
both his genius and the inseparable connection between
art and craft, the past and the future.

“To know where we’re going, we need to know where we come from.”
— Michele De Lucchi

DOM PLATE Maple, black stain
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DOM PLATE Maple, black stain
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DOM PLATE Maple, black stain
DOM PLATE Walnut, oil
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BESPOKE PRODUCTS
AND INTERIOR FITTINGS
When we launched Zanat and invited designers from abroad to collaborate with
us, they asked if we had a prototype department. Laughingly, we responded that
our whole workshop is like a prototype department of an established furniture
brand. Indeed, prior to the launch of Zanat, our workshop/factory resembled
a high-end handicraft shop much more than a modern factory. We did not
have a single CNC machine at the time and our small team of carpenters and
architect(s) has for decades been developing bespoke pieces of furniture and
interior fittings for a variety of residential and institutional clients, including
numerous interiors of cultural and religious significance. It turned out that the
know-how acquired through constant customization and doing what others
considered too challenging and inefficient was a strong asset for product
development, which enabled Zanat to create an impressive range of products
over a short period of time.

SELECTION OF
REFERENCE PROJECTS

While our production has been substantially standardized and systematized
recently, our capacity to innovate, develop new and more sophisticated products
and one-off pieces has also grown. In addition to standard products in our
collection—which allows a substantial degree of customization in terms of the
choice of wood, carving patterns and finishes, we have also been developing
some outstanding bespoke pieces of furniture and interior fittings made in
premium hardwoods, such as fixed and movable hand-carved wall panels,
entire bars and reception desks, customized tables and cabinets, to name
a few. In a relatively short period of time and thanks to collaborations with
some extraordinary architects, we have built a client list for bespoke products
that includes fortune 500 companies, premium hotel chains and boutique
hotels, award winning restaurants and cocktail bars, museums, as well some
breathtaking and award-winning residences.
If you are an architect working for clients who are looking for extraordinary
pieces of furniture and interior fittings in premium hardwoods that few other
companies can execute, we may be the right address for you.
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RESIDENTIAL
SAGE HOUSE
Melbourne, Australia, 2018
interior design

Carole Whiting
photography

Jack Shelton
For a client that requested a home that wasn’t ‘too
showy’, Melbourne-based interior designer Carole
Whiting took inspiration from natural materials and
organic forms. Delivering a calm, handcrafted but at
the same time elegant and sophisticated atmosphere,

the Sage House is designed for comfort and relaxation.
Combining ample natural light and gentle tones,
Carole Whiting’s Sage House radiates clean lines and
cosy charm. A consistent textural palette throughout
adds familiarity and flow to the home. Dining room
of the Sage House combines luxury and warmth and
Zanat’s Unna Chairs, designed by Monica Förster
accentuate this atmosphere in perfect combination
with Asterias dining table designed by Patricia Urquiola
for Molteni&C.
Sage House has been nominated for Australian Interior
Design Awards 2020.

GERT AND KARIN WINGÅRDH
SUMMERHOUSE
Gothenburg, Sweden, 2017
interior design

Wingårdhs
photography

William Gustavsson
Situated on the Swedish west coast, near Gothenburg,
Sweden’s best known architect Gert Wingårdh and his
wife Karin have transformed a 17th-century cottage into
a sleek and stylish weekend retreat. Apart from the old
wood burning stove in the kitchen and the library, they
redesigned almost all original structures, aiming to open
up the spaces and let in as much light as possible.
Wingårdhs is the name of the architecture firm led
by Gert Wingårdh with three offices in Sweden and
nearly 200 employees. The office is one of the largest
architectural firms in Sweden today and the winner of
numerous prestigious architecture and design awards.
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The office works on all types of projects and scales,
from product development (e.g. furnishings for heritage
wood manufacturer Gemla) and interior design (e.g.
the praised hotel Blique by Nobis on Gävlegatan in
Stockholm) to large structures (e.g. Mall of Scandinavia
in Stockholm), Swedish Embassy in Washington DC,
and sustainable urban development (e.g. Embassy of
Sharing in Malmö). Wingårdhs has been collaborating
with Zanat from the time we decided to build the brand
and have designed several successful Zanat products.
Gert and Karin chose several Zanat products with a
customized color for (Tattoo stools, Café Tattoo Chairs
and Branchmark O Table) their summer home Äggdal.
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308 CARLISLE STREET
Melbourne, Australia, 2018
interior design

Conrad Architects
photography

Derek Swalwell

308 Carlisle Street epitomises refined apartment living
in Melbourne’s bayside, marrying purest architectural
forms with a considered curation of materials that sits
comfortably in the established streetscape. Tara shelving
system, designed by Monica Förster Design Studio for
Zanat in 2015, is placed in front of a white wall inside this
beautiful minimalist apartment.

ART NOUVEAU APARTMENT
Paris, France, 2020
interior design

XLGD Architecture
photography

Courtesy of XLGD Architecture
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Unna table and chairs by Monica Förster Design Studio in
black maple are an elegant contribution to this stylish Paris
apartment in the Art Nouveau building.
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HOSPITALITY
CONCEPCIÓ BY NOBIS
Palma de Mallorca, Spain, 2021
interior design

Wingårdhs
photography

Pernilla Danielsson
Nobis, a renown Swedish hospitality group with first
class hotels and restaurants, will open its eighth
outpost in the heart of Palma de Mallorca in June 2021.
Concepció by Nobis brings together the Scandinavian
cool of Swedish architect Gert Wingårdh with the warm
Mediterranean feel of local artisanship. The result is a
sublime, contemporary take on Mallorcan design that is
at one with its surroundings.
Located on Carrer de la Concepció, where the charming
Old Town blends into popular Santa Catalina, the hotel
is housed in a unique 16th-century building that was
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once a hospital, a marketplace for olive oil, and a soap
factory. While keeping the essence of the building’s
characteristics such as cross vaults, beamed ceilings,
and bay windows, the interiors have been transformed
with a mix of contemporary, vintage, and bespoke
pieces. The rooms are characterized by authenticity,
sustainability, and quality. Local materials and crafts
abound in the oak carpentry and woven textiles,
contrasted by warm brass and cool steel. The hotel
rooms feature Nera stools designed by Monica Förster—
as innovative sculptural nightstands—and Piano tables
by Ludovica+Roberto Palomba.
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HOTEL SONNENBURG
Lech am Arlberg, Austria, 2016
interior design

Schriebling Architects
photography

Christoph Panzer
Located in one of the gratest ski areas of Austria, Hotel
Sonnenburg is one of the finest 5-star hotels in the
area. Sonnenburg is an elegantly designed family hotel
which offers many amenities, both during summer and
winter months.
During 2018, several suites in the hotel have been
redesigned by Schriebling Architects and subsequently
remodeled. Several Zanat pieces have been used from the
Touch Collection designed by Studioilse. An indoor pool
area features Zanat Quiet Stools designed by Jasna Mujkić.
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PANORAMA SUITES AT
INTERALPEN HOTEL
Telfs, Austria, 2019
interior design

Monoplan
photography

Courtesy of Monoplan
Ever since it’s opening in 1985, the extraordinary luxury
hotel in Tyrol has displayed an extremely successful combination of traditional Tyrolean hospitality, alpine charm and
contemporary ambiance. This five-star superior luxury hotel
belongs to “The Leading Hotels of the World”™ organization.
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HOTEL V FIZEAUSTRAAT
In spring of 2019, under the motto “NATURAL. LUXURY”,
the new panorama suites on the 7th floor of the
Interalpen-Hotel were finished, and the project was led
by architectural firm Monoplan from Zurich. High-quality
materials like oakwood flooring and exquisite natural
stone afford the new interior a classy yet fresh look. The
natural structure of the materials has a true-to-life
feel, which is combined with traditional craftsmanship
and complemented through natural earthy colours and
furniture with a timeless design, some of which has been
supplied by Zanat (Consoles, lamps, benches and stools
from the Touch collection by Studioilse).

Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2016
interior design

Hotel V Interior Design Team
photography

1970's construction date as heavy inspiration for their
design process. The 1970s vibe continues in the hotel’s
interior, with parquet floors and a green and brown colour
palette that’s repeated across the hotel’s lobby and each
of its 91 rooms.

Joram Blomkwist
Hotel V Fizeaustraat stands in a beautifully renovated
building from the 70s, designed by renowned Dutch
architect Piet Zanstra (1905-2003), who was responsible
for a number of important buildings in Amsterdam. To
keep it as authentic as possible, the architects used it's
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The Hotel’s restaurant’s elegance is, among other design
features, owed to Unna Chairs, designed by Monica
Förster for Zanat. The fact that Hotel V ordered more Unna
chairs for another project four years after the original
order of 120 chairs was made speaks to workmanship
quality and timeless appeal of the Unna chair.
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HOTEL ETT HEM
Stockholm, Sweden 2013
interior design

Studioilse
Ett Hem hotel is situated in a townhouse that was
built in 1910 and served as a private residence. This
Arts and Crafts building is a tranquil home away from
home, steeped in the Scandinavian aesthetics where
functionality meets beauty.
The success in intricately transforming the house
into a hotel, whilst still retaining the individuality
and personality of the original required an
outstandingly talented thinker and designer like
Ilse Crawford, who managed the project since the

HOTEL LE CHABICHOU
Courchevel, France, 2019
interior design

Patriarche & Co
photography

Florian Peallat
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start. Studioilse's renovation includes a series of
communal rooms where guests are encouraged to
relax in each other's company. It is a place to stay for
the modern traveler, a home away from home, where
flexibility of space and function is central to the
hotel’s operation. Zanat’s Unna chair was selected for
Ett Hem’s winter garden.
Ett Hem has been featured in numerous magazines and
publications, and according to them, belongs to one of the
best small luxury hotels in the world: member of the Small
Luxury Hotels in the World, Traveller Magazine: The Gold
List, 2017.-TheWorld’s most exceptional hotels, Telegraph
Travel 2016: The 50 Greatest Hotels in the World.
Ett Hem was also featured in the Netflix TV series
Abstract: The Art of Design.

Since its opening in 1963, Chabichou has grown
gradually into an upscale hotel and gourmet heaven with
a two Michelin stars restaurant. In 2019 this beautiful
historic hotel located in the magical skiing area, has
been completely renovated by respecting current
architectural style characteristic for this area. Natural
and warm materials have been used, and among them
several pieces from the Zanat collection including Nur
Mirrors and Nera Stools by Monica Förster.
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QUALITY HOTEL RIVER STATION
Drammen, Norway, 2019
interior design

Haeg Interiørarkitektur
photography

Courtesy of Haeg Interiørarkitektur
Quality Hotel River Station, which is a part of the
Nordic Choice Hotels, probably the largest and most
successful hotel chain in Nordic countries, newly
opened it‘s doors in 2019. With it’s 247 rooms and 8
meeting rooms, a bar and a restaurant, the hotel is
Drammen’s tallest building which offers breathtaking
views of of the city’s hillsides. Hotel’s interior is fusing
comfort, space and design, while creating a serene
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hotel atmosphere and offering it’s guest a cosy and
stylish home away from home. The restaurant’s interior
features Zanat’s award-winning Unna chairs. Zanat’s
Unna Lounge Chairs add a touch of warmth and
coziness to its elegant bedroom interiors. Unna Lounge
Chairs have also been placed inside the hotel’s lobby,
together with Nera Stools, all products designed by
Monica Förster Design Studio for Zanat.
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RESTAURANT POSITANO YES
Stockholm, Sweden 2019
interior design

Monica Förster Design Studio & Wingårdhs
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Positano is a newly opened restaurant located on the
second floor of the luxurious NK department store, in the
center of Stockholm. It is a result of cooperation between
Zanat and Monica Förster Design Studio, together with
Wingårdhs, a place where Nordic design and Bosnian
craftsmanship meet Italian food and drinks

Designed by Monica Förster for Zanat, the dual awardwinner Sana chair, which is distinguished by its elegantlyarched hand-carved back, has gotten a design sibling,
a bar stool, specially customized for Positano. Black
wooden tables and dining tables with special handcarved
motifs are located around the bright courtyard.

Furnishings in Positano are almost entirely made by
Zanat, including a number of pieces custom-designed
and built for the project. The restaurant has 60 seats in
addition to the bar, where a long wooden top (18.6 meters)
coloured in an intense green predominates, in perfect
contrast with the black red bowls set on its surface.

Positano Yes is awarded the Guldägget 2020 award in the
category Identitetsdesign. Guldägget (The Golden Egg
Award) was first arranged in 1961 and is today Sweden’s
oldest, largest and most prestigious competition for
the communication industry. The restaurant was also
presented with the D&AD Pencil Award.
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TAKO RESTAURANT
Stockholm, Sweden, 2017
interior design

Tengbom Architects
photography

Felix Gerlach
Tako Restaurant was designed
by Tengbom Architects, one of the
world’s most innovative architecture
firms, and also one of the oldest in
existence.
Tako is located in Elite Hotel
Stockholm Plaza, down the stairs
in the basement that for many
years served as a popular nightclub.
The restaurant weaves together
Scandinavian, Japanese and Korean
influences under the enigmatic
name TAKO that translates to dragon or octopus. Tako offers a luxurious experience in an elegant and
inviting environment. Offering seating for 180 guests and comfortable
space for up to 300, TAKO features a
sushi bar, an open barbecue station
and a large drink bar.
The restaurant features 80 awardwinning Unna chairs designed by
Monica Förster for Zanat.
Tako restaurant was the finalist for
the prestigious global INSIDE World
Festival of Interior award and was
shortlisted for the 2018 Restaurant
& Bar Design Awards.
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PURE EDITIONS LOUNGE
AT IMM COLOGNE
Cologne, Germany, 2020
interior design

Dick Spierenburg
photography

events, Zanat was honored with an invitation to work
with the Dutch architect Dick Spierenburg on furnishing
the entire lounge based on Spierenburg’s chic, but
warm and humanistic design concept. For us in Zanat
it was both a pleasure and privilege to work along Mr.
Spierenburg, who’s been the creative director of the
international furniture and interiors fair, IMM Cologne.

Courtesy of Imm Cologne
Pure editions lounge is usually the most chic eatery and
meeting place at the IMM fair in Cologne, located within
the Pure Editions area where iconic and young design
brands present visionary furniture and interior design
concepts in a compact format. In 2020, just before the
Covid pandemic brough cancelations of later design
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The lounge was furnished with Branchmark (O) dining
tables and Café Tattoo chairs designed by Wingårdhs,
a large Touch table with bronze legs by Studioilse
was centrally placed as the communal dining spot
in the area, while Unna Lounge Chairs were used
along with Nera coffee tables for casual seating area
within the lounge.
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HISTORIC &
CULTURAL
NORDIC MUSEUM
Stockholm, Sweden 2016
interior design

In-house creative team
at Nordic Museum
photography

Lasse Olsson
The Nordic Museum is Sweden’s
largest museum of cultural history.
It is home to over one and a half
million exhibits, including exclusive
items and everyday objects, all
with their own unique history. The
collections, which are managed
by the Nordic Museum foundation,
reflect life in Sweden from the 16th
century to the present day. The
museum has been referred to as
a home for memories, but today
it is a place where memories and
innovations exist side by side.
Nordic Museum has a classy
and elegant lobby that requires a
carefully selected product, whose
own elegance will not take away from
the magnificence of the space and
this is why the interior architects
selected Unna Lounge Chairs,
designed by Monica Förster for Zanat.
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ANNA FREUD CENTRE
London, UK, 2019
interior design

Studioilse
photography

Helen Cathart
The Ana Freud Centre is a child
mental health research, training and
treatment centre, founded in 1952 in
London, UK.
Studioilse has created a space that
feels both warm and welcoming, and
brings together many diverse uses
under one roof. Details have been
taken seriously: dedicated display
boards help reduce visual noise;
plenty of plants; solid wood furniture
and subtle lighting add character and moments of beauty. Their
approach was to create an environment that is robust yet comfortable,
relaxed but precise, long-lasting and
sustainable. The interior features
customized tables and benches
from the Touch collection designed
in 2016 for Zanat.

NATIONALMUSEUM
Stockholm, Sweden, 2019
interior design

Emma Olbers
photography

Monica Förster Design Studio
After half a decade of restoration work, Stockholm’s
Nationalmuseum reopened to the public in November
2018. Among the changes were those in the Old Library,
which were entrusted to the renown Swedish designer
and art director Emma Olbers.

The project won the Grand Prix
Design award at the 2019 Building
Better Healthcare awards, with the
interior getting a special mention for
its outstanding homely qualities.
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The original museum building, completed in 1863,
underwent numerous more changes in the years
that followed. When Emma Olbers was asked to
modernise the Old Library, she didn’t want it to
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lose its unique charm and instead dared herself to
make it as environmentally sustainable as possible.
Sustainability of the products and who is producing
them were key considerations for Olbers who decided to
include outstanding local designers, namely Front and
Monica Förster. Monica Förster challenged the Zanat
woodcarvers to customize the carvings on the award
winning Sana chair, which she had previously designed
for Zanat, so that the carving pattern would match the
graceful vaulted ceiling in the library.
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WORKSPACE
SEB COMPLEX

WINGÅRDHS OFFICE

Solna, Sweden, 2017

Gothenburg, Sweden

interior design

interior design

Wingårdhs

Wingårdhs

photography

photography

Lasse Olsson

William Gustavsson

Located in a commercial development on the edge of
Stockholm, the new SEB complex holds as many people
as a small city and it is the largest commercial building
built in Sweden over the past 50 years. The floor area
is divided into three buildings and brings together over
4500 employees in a varied yet cohesive world that
encourages spontaneous meetings and new working
formats. The 72,200-m2 complex is divided into three
buildings. It includes two restaurants, an auditorium
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that seats about 200, more than 600 meeting rooms, a
parking garage, bicycle parking, gym, roof terrace, and
a glass pavilion on the roof. The entire interior of the
complex has been designed by Wingårdhs who specified
several products which they designed for Zanat during
the years. Zanat provided hundreds of tables and close
to 600 stools for the interior of the SEB complex. SEB’s
new office building in Arenastaden in Solna is the winner
of the Sweden’s Best-Looking Office competition.

Tattoo stools and barstool are placed along the walls
inside Wingårdhs office in Gothenburg.
Since designed in 2015 by Wingårdhs for Zanat , Tattoo
stools became very popular due to its versatility when it
comes to color, carving style and use-it can be used as a
stool or side table.
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RETAIL
SAGMEISTER
Bregenz, Austria, 2019
interior design

Paulina Polczik
photography

KASTNER & ÖHLER

Paulina Polczik

Innsbruck and Graz, Austria, 2020
Sagmeister is a chain of eleven
luxury fashion shops in Voralberg.
The company was established in
1861 by Jacob Sagmeister and today
it is being led by the sixth generation
of the Sagmeister family. At the
beginning Sagmeister operated as
an antique shop. During 1920s the
company turned its main focus on
fashion which remained its main
business to this day.

interior design

Dioma
photography

Courtesy of Dioma and Kastner & Öhler
Kastner & Öhler is the largest Austrian-owned family
company with impressive heritage founded in 1873.
The company has achieved international status in the
fashion world with innovation and quality. In 1912 the
large new building was built in Graz, designed by the
architects Fellner & Helmer, also the builder of the Graz
Opera. Dioma interior design company from Switzerland
was chosen to design new interiors for the branches
in Graz and Innsbruck. Dioma decided that an iconic
brand with extraordinary heritage like Kastner & Öhler

Zanat products became a part of the
shops interior, where stools, boxes
and chairs are used as display in the
mens shop.
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deserves products that also combine extraordinary
heritage in craftsmanship and outstanding design. They
included a number of pieces from Zanat including: Kalia
chaise-longue by Jean-Marie Massaud, Touch tables and
stools by Studioilse and Nera Stools by Monica Förster.
In 2021 Dioma was honoured with the Outstanding
Property Award London and the German Design Award
for the Kastner & Öhler project of their department store
in Innsbruck.
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ON DESIGN
AND DESIGNERS
The function of design is to let design function. In things which are welldesigned, we notice design. In things which are extraordinary, design is
unnoticeable. Three main principles in design are beautiful, needed, and
provocative. But what distinguishes design which we want to insist on
is a though about consequences: in time of instantaneous production
of almost everything, creators of many products do not properly think
about durability of what they create. Reducing a product’s useful life is
sometimes even an objective.

ZANAT
DESIGNERS FAMILY

An alternative approach is connected to a notion that things can be
inherited and passed down from one generation to another, something
which is a beautiful functional piece today, becomes a museum exhibit
tomorrow: in this kind of faith, we ask ourselves about whether design
is exclusively a commercial category which follows only the laws of a
marketplace, ignoring consequences outside of the realm of markets….
Good design lies primarily where aesthetics meets ethics!
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HARRI KOSKINEN
and Wanja Söderberg Prize (2009), the
Harri Koskinen (born in 1970) has an
Pro Finlandia Medal (2007) and the
uncompromising, bold design aesthetic
Compasso d’Oro prize (2004).
that has gained him
Following an invitation
“Modernism
international renown
by Monica Forster,
since the early days of
is about how
a friend and fellow
his career. Practicality,
we understand
designer, Harri Koskinen
a spare style and a
humanity and relate
has been collaborating
conceptual approach
to nature."
with Zanat from the
to product and spatial
launch of our first
design are Koskinen's
— Harri Koskinen
collection. The family of
trademarks. His clients
Igman chairs, designed
include Alessi, Arabia, Artek, Cassina
by Harri Koskinen, is an excellent
IXC, Design House Stockholm, Finlandia
example of integration of Finnish and
Vodka Worldwide, Genelec, Iittala, Issey
Bosnian craftsmanship traditions
Miyake Inc., Montina, Muji, Panasonic,
through brilliant design.
Seiko Instruments Inc., Swarovski,
Venini and Woodnotes. Founded
MICHELE DE LUCCHI
in 2000, Koskinen's design agency
A designer, architect and writer, Michele
the Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris,
Friends of Industry Ltd. is involved in
De Lucchi (born in 1951) is one of the
which bought a large number of them
product, concept and exhibition design.
greatest representatives of Italian
in 2003. The number of extraordinary
In 2009, Koskinen launched his first
design of the last few decades. He
projects, awards and accolades of
namesake collection, Harri Koskinen
is equally known for extraordinary
Michelle De Lucchi would require much
Works, consisting of furniture and a
architectural works, artistic
more space to list than the format of
lamp. That same year, he became a
installations and designs of iconic
this catalogue permits.
partner in the Finnish organic and local
products such as the Tolomeo lamp
Born in Ferrara, Michelle De Lucchi
production food concept and store
(the world’s most sold lamp of all time,
graduated in architecture in Florence
called Maatilatori -Eat&Joy Farmers
produced by Artemide since 1987) for
and then became an assistant to
Market. In January 2012 Koskinen was
which Michelle De Lucchi won his first
the Design course held by Adolfo
appointed Design Director of the Iittala
of four Compasso d’Oros. Michelle won
Natalini, one of the leading exponents
brand. Koskinen's works have been
the competitions for the redevelopment
of radical architecture. His affinity
on display in exhibitions around the
of the German railway stations and the
with the ideas and experimentations
world. He has been awarded several
renovation of the Deutsche
of this influential
major design prizes, such as the Kaj
Bank offices. He has made “For me, as an
avantgarde movement
architect and
Franck Design Prize (2014), the Torsten
significant contributions
inspired him to
to international
designer, the real
establish the Cavart
installations, art
topic of the time is
group, which staged
to investigate—and
exhibitions and museums
performances
such as the Triennale
to better understand somewhere between
di Milano, Palazzo delle
in a theoretical
art and architecture in
Esposizioni in Rome, the
way—the
the stone quarries of
Neues Museum in Berlin,
difference between
Veneto. Between 1976
the Cini Foundation in
temporality and
and 1977, he taught
Venice, and the Gallerie
eternity, what has
industrial design at
d’Italia - Piazza Scala,
to be temporary
the Florence University
and what has to be
the Museo della Pietà
of the Arts. Having
Rondanini and Casa
permanent.”
met Ettore Sottsass
Manzoni in Milan.
in 1979, Michelle
— Michele De Lucchi
Michelle De Lucchi also
joined the rebellious
worked on developing the
Memphis group, while
corporate image for companies such
the following year he set up his own
as Poste Italiane, Telecom Italia, Hera,
business. In those years, he also
Intesa Sanpaolo and Unicredit. Many
had important experiences with
of his works are exhibited in some of
Centrokappa and Alchimia. In a short
the most important design museums in
time, De Lucchi joined some of the
Europe, the USA and Japan, including
largest Italian industrial groups

and VA museum, London. Monica
crafts paired with a good feel for new
Förster has also been represented in the
technologies, a true flair for color,
International Design Yearbook.
authentic materials and textures,
Monica has not only designed an
an unadulterated curiosity for
impressive number of award-winning
different cultures, for embracing and
products for Zanat, but having been the
integrating them, and a commitment
brand’s art director from the time Zanat’s to taking responsibility for the things
was formally launched as
and people one works
a brand, Monica’s design
“Craftsmen are with. The Bell Table
my heroes and Sebastian created for
DNA has been imprinted
biggest source of ClassiCon in 2012,
into Zanat’s design identity.
Monica gave Zanat her
inspiration.” which have become an
trust before there was a
icon of modern design,
— Sebastian Herkner are a great testimony
collection of products and
before we raised the sails
not only to Sebastian’s
to venture into the international design
extraordinary talent, but also a keen
world. She has been a tireless design
interest in contributing to preservation
captain on our voyage ever since.
of extraordinary crafts.
We in Zanat were sincerely fortunate
SEBASTIAN HERKNER
to welcome Sebastian to our design
Sebastian Herkner (born 1981) studied
family in 2019, again after an
Product Design at HfG Offenbach
accidental encounter and a visit
University of Art and Design. During his
to our factory that followed it. We
MONICA FÖRSTER
studies he began to focus on designing
have had a productive collaboration
Monica Förster is the creator of some
objects and furniture, honing his
during a short period of time, which
of the most internationally renowned
keen sense for materials, colors and
resulted in an extraordinary chair and
objects in contemporary Swedish design
textures. In the year 2006 Sebastian
dining table, as well as set of small
today. Her work is characterized by a
Herkner founded his own studio.
objects. Sebastian and Zanat share
strong sense of pure form mixed with a
Since that time, he has designed
a vision of serving as ambassadors
never-ending curiosity for new materials
furniture, lamps and smaller items
for the preservation and promotion
and technology. Always trying to work
for manufacturers such as Ames,
of extraordinary traditional crafts
in across disciplinary way, she invents
and Tradition, Cappellini, ClassiCon,
through marriage with outstanding
and renews typologies in
Dedon, Ex.t, Fontana
modern design.
industrial, furniture and
Arte, Gubi, Fritz Hansen,
object design. Monica
“I sometimes
Linteloo, Moroso, Pulpo,
Förster, who is one of the
say that Im not
Rosenthal, Schramm
top names within Swedish
interested in form,
Werkstätten, Thonet,
design, has created
but that may not be
Wittmann and Zanotta.
some of the future’s
entirely true. What
Herkner also realizes
classic designs. Monica
I mean is simply
interior architecture
Förster Design Studio
that the idea behind
projects and museum
is based in Stockholm,
each project is more and exhibition design.
and works globally
important. When the His works have won
with companies such
idea is set I focus on
numerous accolades
as Volvo, Tecno, Alessi,
shape, colour and
– among others the
Cappellini, Poltrona Frau,
detail.”
IF Award, the Iconic
De Padova, Bernhardt,
Award and the Elle
Whirlpool, Georg Jensen,
—Monica Förster
Deco International
Eric Joergensen, Offecct,
Design Award (EDIDA).
Swedese and Rörstrand. She has
As Guest of Honor to imm cologne
been awarded numerous Swedish and
2016, Sebastian Herkner provided the
international awards, which include
design for “Das Haus”. Maison&Objet
multiple Designer of the Year awards
has elected him 2019 “Designer
in Sweden and has been exhibited
of the Year”. What characterizes
all over the world in museums and
Sebastian’s design work and interests
institutions such as MoMA, New York
are unconditional love for traditional
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at the time, in particular Olivetti,
JEAN-MARIE MASSAUD
where he headed the design office
Since the beginning of his career (a
for 14 years and gained extensive
1990 graduate of Paris’ ENSCI-Les
experience in the office world,
Ateliers, Paris Design Institute),
creating a wide range of furniture,
Jean-Marie Massaud has been
computers and furnishings.
working on an extensive range of
Throughout his long career, De Lucchi
works, stretching from architecture
has designed objects and furniture
to objects, from one-off project to
for well-known Italian and European
serial ones, from macro environment
companies, such as Artemide, Alias,
down to micro contexts. Major brands
Unifor, Hermès, Vitra,
such as Axor, Cassina,
Poltrona Frau and Alessi.
“For me design is Christofle, Poliform,
In the field of information
about seeing the Toyota have solicited his
context, discovering ability to mix comfort
technology, in addition to
the stakes, be they and elegance, zeitgeist
Olivetti, he has developed
experimental projects
cultural, ecological, and heritage, genereconomic…, and osity and distinction.
for Compaq Computers,
Philips, Siemens and
finding a simple Beyond these elegant
solution that makes designs, his quest for
Vitra, “developing various
personal theories on the
a creative synthesis lightness – in matters
evolution of the office”.
of the stakes.” of essence – synthesize
Zanat CEO, Orhan Nikšić,
three broader stakes:
— Jean-Marie Massaud
recounts his first meeting
individual and collective
with Michelle De Lucchi
fulfillment, economic
in his office in Milan in October 2019,
and industrial efficiency, and enviwhen Michelle stated that he sees
ronmental concerns. “I’m trying to
JASNA MUJKIĆ
what we do at Zanat as heroic and
find an honest, generous path with
Born in 1972, Jasna Mujkić is an
wants to help us “become even bigger
the idea that, somewhere between
associate professor at Academy of
heros.” Working with an extraordinary
the hard economic data, there are
Fine Arts in Sarajevo. In addition
design genius and architect such as
users. People.”
to her teaching career, Jasna is
Michelle De Luchhi, who also happens
His creations, whether speculative or
an active product designer, with
to be impassioned with woodwork is a
pragmatic, explore this
a special interest in
“Zanat for me furniture design. She
privilege and honor.
imperative paradigm:
represents the joy is the author of an
reconciling pleasure
of work both in official arts textbook
with responsibility,
the individual with the
process, and result. used in Bosnian
Here it is a part of public schools. Her
collective. We have known
business culture to designes have been
and admired the works
of Jean-Marie much
support the creative exhibited in a number
process and to of international design
before we launched
Zanat. He accepted our
respect a designer’s exhibtions. Jasna
invitation to collaborate
vision. With the was the first designer
after a meeting at Salone
beauty of wood and who collaborated
Del Mobile in Milan in
the poetical skill with Zanat (then
2018. Jean-Marie has
of woodcarvers, Rukotvorine) on the
Zanat is a precious modernization of its
challenged Zanat to
push the boundaries of
environment for hand-carved motifs
designers.” and their application
what we can do in solid
wood and to achieve the
to products of modern
perfection in project
— Jasna Mujkić design (e.g. Quiet chair
execution. The result is
and stool). Jasna’s
not only seen in some extraordinary
Ombra coffee table (designed for
objects we have created together,
Zanat) is the winner of the Interior
but also in generating skills and
Innovation Award - IMM 2012.
knowhow that will benefit Zanat for
Jasna Mujkić is the first
many years to come.
professional designer who has
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created a modern design piece for
our company, five years before Zanat
was officially launched. The objects
Jasna designed for Zanat, like the
Ombra tables, are still admired by
some of the elite designers we are
collaborating with. Jasna opened
our eyes to an endless world of
design creations based on the
woodcarving technique we have
practiced without much innovation
in design for almost a century. We
have continued this collaboration
on different kind of creative projects
until the present day.
PATRICK NORGUET
Patrick Norguet approaches
objects and design from
a graphical perspective.
Since childhood, he has
preferred sketchbooks to
textbooks, filling them up
with sketches and drawings.
A “hands-on” approach of
industry and design studies
in Paris (ESDI) mark the
unusual profile of this
constructive rebel.
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His career underwent a dramatic
change in 2000 when Giulio
Cappellini spotted his now famous
Rainbow Chair. He joined the circle
of designers that matter and created
his Parisian studio. Since that time,
he has been designing for major
producers and renowned brands.
For Patrick Norguet, design is
first and foremost about happy
encounters. What he is most
passionate about is exchanging
with manufacturers, discovering
their know-how; the impulse of a
creative intention
“My job is to find refined by technical
the equation that constraints,
gives an object an economic
anchor in a culture, stakes and the
an anchor in time. expectations of
I think good design a user whom he
is honest, discreet, hopes to discreetly
and above all, but durably
durable. Hence win over.
the notion of Drawing inspiration
LUDOVICA+ROBERTO PALOMBA
timelessness.” from everything
Ludovica + Roberto Palomba have
been designing for over 25 years
that surrounds him,
— Patrick Norguet Patrick Norguet
products and spaces that escape
trends. Their approach is to search
does not follow
for essence in every project, closer
trends but seeks to give shape to
products whose relevance and
to the concept of balance of oriental
heritage rather than to the nordic
modernity would withstand the test
style. The goal of their work is not
of time: “A well-designed object, an
only an aesthetic result but positive
object created through generous
impact on well-being.
collaboration is timeless.”
From consumer products
“There is something As Ludovica and
inexplicably poetic Roberto Palomba note:
to luxury objects,
about Zanat and “It would be easier for
Patrick Norguet brings
authenticity and elegance.
what you do.” us to use decorations
and figures of speech
Today, he is an essential
figure on the international
— Roberto Palomba
than to investigate
design scene.
politeness.”
For us at Zanat it was an honor
Thanks to their foresight and
to be approached by Patrick,
unrelenting curiosity, their work has
influenced many creative fields such
whose work we’ve known and
as architecture and interior design,
admired for a long time. This was
yacht design and product design.
Zanat’s first design partnership
They collaborate and art direct some
that started through virtual talks
of the most renown international
during the pandemic. Despite the
design brands and have received
physical distance, we developed
numerous international awards and
a dialogue, a connection,
and were able to design and
recognitions such as Compasso
D’Oro, Elle Decoration International
develop the first product of
our collaboration, Morpho
Design Award, Red Dot, Design Plus,
Good Design Award and German
bench, through cyberspace
Design Award.
communication.
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Ludovica and Roberto Palomba
he launched a Sarajevo based
have been a part of the Zanat
architecture and design studio AD
family of designers since 2018.
ARTE. Salih is known for pushing
They stumbled upon Zanat’s
the technological limits of modern
stand at the IMM Cologne and
furniture design in wood (his
were intrigued and impressed
favorite material), for emotionally
to discover a new brand, “doing
expressive and irresistibly elegant
something completely
pieces of furniture. His
different from everyone
“Design in post-war earlier work earned
else.” Many good things
Bosnia can be seen him of numerous
start with conversations,
as a reaction to our design awards in the
where good chemistry
socio-economic former Yugoslavia,
and shared values are
context. The bravery his products
in creating our were exhibited
discovered and this is
own design scene internationally and he
how our collaboration
reminds of post- has held three solo
with Ludovica, Roberto
World War II period gallery exhibitions in
and their brilliant
team started.
in Europe, when Sarajevo and Vienna.
equal enthusiasm In recent years, Salih
SALIH TESKEREDŽIĆ
and energy arose.” has been awarded
Salih Teskeredžić is
with Red Dot awards
— Salih Teskeredžić for four of his products
probably the most
influential and most
and a dozen Interior
prolific product designer in Bosnia.
Innovation Awards granted by the
Born in 1962, Salih is a tenured
German Design Council. Salih is
professor of product design at the
one of the founders and the art
Sarajevo Arts Academy. He founded
director of Gazzda, an innovative
and managed an independent
Bosnian design brand.
architecture and design studio in
Salih was the second designer with
Vienna (2000-2004) and in 2007
whom we started to collaborate
before the Zanat era. The
collaboration with Salih resulted
in a number of innovative pieces,
which challenged our production
capabilities and gave us confidence
to enter the international design
scene. Salih’s pieces caught the
attention of design magazines such
as the Monocle, as well as the New
York Times.

WINGÅRDHS
Institute of Architects and is the recipWingårdhs is arguably one of the
ient of the most prominent Swedish
most respected architectural firms in
Architectural award (the Kasper Salin
Sweden. Founded by Gert Wingårdh
Prize) a unique five times.
in 1977 it today employs nearly 200
We have been introduced to Gerth
people. The office pays great attention
Wingårdh and Sara Helder by Monica
to details and the projects span every
Förster in 2014 and have been
aspect from the urban scale to the prisuccessfully collaborating since,
vate space, including interior and landnot only on product designs for the
scape architecture. Notable projects
Zanat collection, but also on some
are the Swedish Embassies in Berlin
amazing interior projects designed
and Washington DC, Aula Medica at
by Wingårdhs, where Zanat craftsKarolinska Institutet in
man and engineers
Stockholm and the recent
“For us, have been challenged to
restoration of the National
architecture is art. make some breathtakMuseum in Stockholm.
We can surprise ing bespoke products
Gert Wingårdh graduatour clients with such as hand-carved
ed as an architect SAR/
qualities they movable wall panels and
MSA, 1975 at Chalmers
didn't know they bars, as well as furniture
University of Technology
wanted.” designed for specific
in Gothenburg. Gert
clients such as Volvo and
Wingårdh has continually
— Gert Wingårdh the Lijevalch museum.
participated in numerous
architectural competitions and has
an excellent track record over the
years, some of the more recent being
an addition to Liljevalchs Art Museum
in Stockholm, as well as a majestic
water tower in the south of Sweden.
Buildings designed by Gert Wingårdh
are frequently nominated to the
European Mies van der Rohe Awards,
have received awards by America

simple mission to put human needs
and desires at the centre of all that
they do. This means creating environments where humans feel comfortable; public spaces that make people
feel at home and homes that are
habitable and make sense for the
people who live in them. It means
designing furniture and products that
support and enhance human behavior and actions in everyday life.
Studioilse and Zanat have been
collaborating productively after a
meeting over a delicious lunch at
Studioilse in 2015. We in Zanat decided to approach Ilse Crawford not
STUDIOILSE
just because we love what she and
Studioilse, founded by Ilse Crawford,
her team do, but above all because
we see eye to eye on more fundais the go-to team for design with
mental questions about the purpose
rigour and integrity, whether for
of design. The Touch collection,
homes or hotels, restaurants or
designed by Studioilse for Zanat, is
schools, offices or shops, furniture
about the use of carvings to enhance
or objects, exhibitions and expetactility and create a
riences. The studio is
“Design is a tool strong physical connecjointely managed by Ilse
Crawford and her husto enhance our tion between humans
humanity.” and objects which still
band Oscar Pena, former
head designer at Philips.
surround them in an in— Ilse Crawford creasingly digital world.
It is a multi-disciplinary
design studio with a
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Zanat strives to combine the authentic
past and better future. For the sake of best
possible present.

You, too, can be a part of Zanat, just as
we are all part of a great story about the
relationship of men, nature and civilization.
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p. 58, Painting by Radoslav Tadić, National Gallery of
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pp. 60, Painting by Ljubomir Perčinlić, National Gallery of
Bosnia and Herzegovina
pp. 64-65, Painting by Salim Obralić, National Gallery of
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